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Cornelia Keyes, Donna Mitchell Win Thomaston Honors

Pilot of Light
Plane Gives N. E.
Captain a Scare
An unidontiflpd light plane gave

the pilot of the 10.02 a. m. flig’.’t
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Thurston Of 40 Fathom And Gallant

Of Maine Fishermen's Assn., Start Talks
Tuesday; Express Hope For Early Work

The management of 40 Fathom
Mr. Thurston said Friday that offered by 40-Fatham officials.
Both men expressed a desire to
bad time Wednesday as he landed Fisheries and 40 Fathom Trawl- it w^s his desire to get a trawler
ers. Inc., successors to Birds Eye. to s<>a at least b>' the first of see the business go into a 12-month
on the wrong runway.
.
April. He also expressed the de- operation which would provide
The flight, in charge of Capt. and, ..
the Maine Fishermen s Asso- ■
H
sire that crews and workmen good incomes the year around for
Bert Geiger, according to G. H.
ciation meet at 10 a. m. Tuesday could be drawn from this area.
crewmen and shore workers,
Powers, airline manager at Rock
Company officials have previland. was coming in for a land to discuss payments for trawlerThurston said that by Tuesday
erews and wages of shore work- morning he and W. Stanley Lee. ously expressed intention to opering on runway 31 toward the
general manager of National Sea ate the year around in conducting
northwest when the incident oc ersNeither
Manager Arthur N. Products, Ltd., the parent com- a general fish business.
curred.
Thurston or MFA President Henry pany, would have ready the wage
Thurston commented Friday, “I
Powers related, from a conver
Gallant anticipate anything but an proposals which they will offer.
just can't wait to get going."
sation with Geiger, that the pilot
amiable settlement which will
Capt. Gallant commented that! It is safe to comment that there
had the light plane, a Cessna, in
lead to the resumption of work in he had no set proposals ready, but are many people in the city who
view as he approached the Held.
the very near future.
I preferred to listen to those to be heartily agree with him.
The smaller aircraft was flying
at an estimated 1.000 foot altitude
All. n I). Niles
Cornella A. Keyes
Raymond E. I.uilwig
Donna .1. Mitchell
and was apparently going to fly Ladd To Speak At
JUNK DEALER'S SUSPICIONS LANDS
. ball official and headed the maga- over the field.
Cornelia A. Keyes, 17, daughter E. Ludwig, IK, son of Mrs. Bar-i and basketball teams,
As the big plane, a Convair Eastern Agents'
THREE WALDO COUNTY YOUTHS IN
The school's BAR good citizen zine drives at the school. She is
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keyes of bara Baines of Thomaston. Allen
with 26 passengers aboard enroute
Thomaston was named as vale D. Niles, 17, son of Mr. and Mrs. candidate this year, she was also presently a member of the RaConference
JAIL ON CABLE THEFT CHARGES
Carroll Nilies of Thomaston was one of the representatives to the dio Club and has been active in to Bangor from Boston, settled in
dictorian of the 1957 Thomaston
for a landing, the light plane sud
chosen as second honor essayist.
Girls' State and editor of the the French Club.
Throe Waldo County youths were jlice and Patrolman John Low was
High School graduating class by
Both the two top members of school year book.
Both girls are enrolled in the denly dropped to the very runapprehended in a Rockland junk- dispatched to investigate.
».vay tor which the Convair was
Principal Carroll Wallace Friday, the class have been active in stuMiss Keyes plans a career in college preparatory course,,
yard Friday morning as they sold
As the sale was being complet
Ludwig Is enrolled in the indus- heading.
The honor part announcements dent leadership and extra curricu- teaching in the fieldo f mathemacopper transmission cable alleged ed, Sheriff Willard Pease hap
Rather
than
chance
a
collision,
were made to seniors at a class lar activity during their four years tics and will attend the Uni- trial arts course and plans to
ly stolen from quarries in Swan pened into the yard on another
meeting held during the morning, at Thomaston High School.
i versity of Maine this fall.
teach in that field. He has held Geiger pulled his plane up and
ville.
call and took them into custody
Selected for the role of salutaMiss Keyes is a two year memMiss Mitchell also plans to at- down the second base position for j circled the field and landed after
i Held for trial in Waldo Munici with Low.
Questioning at the
torian of the class was Donna J. ber of the Student Council, and tend the University of Maine and the school’s baseball team the Mie small plane had pulled off the
pal Court at Belfast this morning sheriff's office revealed the source
Mitchell, 17. daughter of Mr. and currently president of the Athletic looks to
career in teaching, past thrbe years and is president runway.
are Augustus Peak, Jr., 18, of of the copper and Sheriff Byron
Occupants of the Cessna and its
Mrs. Eugene Mitchell of Thomas Association. She is a member of She will pursue liberal arts of the Student Council.
Swanville and Darrell Hailing, 18, Heath of Belfast was called in.
ton.
j
Niles is enrolled in the college pilot remain unidentified as the
the French and Radio Clubs and a studies, majoring in history.
of Searsport. Also, one juvenile
The copper was identified as
plane pulled off the runways some
First honor essayist is Raymond four year member of the softball
She has been a student basket- preparatory course.
who accompanied them.
having come from the Chromodistance
from
the
Northeast
Their troubles started when they lithic Quarries, Inc., in Swanville,
offices and took off before they
rolled into the junkyard of Morris formefly known as the Oak Hill
Barde Family
Backfire Starts
ROCKLAND MAIL CARRIER JOSEPH
could be contacted after the busi
Gordon & Son on Tea street in granite quarries.
ness of caring for passengers for
Rockland about 9 o’clock and of
Sheriff Heath said they had
Blaze In Dragon
Now Has Two
p.
the flight had been completed.
fered for sale a considerable taken several hundred feet of the
Mr. Powers stated that at no
quantity of the seven strand cable. heavy cable, the exact value of
Marine Majors
Welding Truck
STEALING MONEY FROM THE MAILS time
was there danger of a crash,
E. Allen Gordon, operator of the which had not been determined
prehension was occasioned by com due to the vigilance of Geiger.
Thomaston liremen were calk'd
yard, weighed in the copper at 310 Friday afternoon,
plaints of postal patrons who re
pounds and proceded to issue them
Heath also located a junkyard in
to the plant of Dragon Cement
ported loss of money in the mails.
Company about 7.30 Thursday
Edward R. Ladd, member of the a check for $46.50 to hold them Belfast where the youths had sold
County
Requests
Losses have been going on for
there without their becoming a portion of the cable before tryevening to extinguish a fire in a
some time, but postal authorities Reimbursement For insurance firm of W. C. Ladd & aware of his suspicions. Mean- i ing to dispose of the remainder in
Sons, and president of the Maine while he contacted Rockland po- Rockland.
welding truck.
The truck and
decline to state just how long.
equipment it carried was badly
Association of Insurance Agents,
A veteran of World War 2, he Trials of Convicts
damaged.
joined the postal service shortly
will be one of the speakers at an
Thp Claims Committee of the insurance conference in Washing- CUSHING TOWN MEETING SET FOR
The truck, a Chevrolet pickup,
after discharge and has been
carried
a
portable,
gasoline
active in Legion affairs in the 98th Legislature heard a claim ton next week,
from Knox County in a hearing
powered generator and an arc
At sessions of the Eastern GRANGE HALL MONDAY EVENING
county.
Postmaster James Connellan has ' h, ld at the state caPito1 Wednes- Agents Conference, he will discuss
welding unit as well as tanks of
Voters of Cushing will meet Committee, along with other town
oxygen and acetylene. It was de
stated that McGinley submitted day.
business conditions in Maine in re- Monday evening at the Grange officers. One of the officers to ba
County
officials
were
seeking
re

scribed as a rolling welding shop
lation to the fields of insurance, j Hall in that town for their annual chosen at the meeting is a town
his resignation from the Postal
used to repair heavy equipment
He leaves Sunday for the five town meeting and discussion on a Civil Defense director
Service shortly after returning covery of $2,600 costs of court ses
in all sections of the plant and
home following the Tuesday ar sions the past year in trials of day conference
39 article town warrant.
j Citizens will be asked to appro____
quarries.
raignment, and that it was ac inmates of the Maine State Prison
The town will hold the line on priate $25. for the Maine Publicity
at
Thomaston.
At the time of the fire, work
cepted.
all community expenses except the Bureau, and $113: for Knox County
The prison being within the Thomaston Air
men were are welding on im
school budget which will lake a Hospital in addition to $1,797.32 for
county,
convicts
charged
with
pactor hammers in the crusher
$1,539. jump.
the fifth annual payment on their
Bartlett Indicates
crimes within the prison are tried Cadet Presented
building, having run lines into the
Total town appropriations asked new elementary school building,
in
Knox
Superior
Court.
building from the truck outside.
C.A.P. Certificate
He May Remain
this year is $26,445.32 approxi- . The town will also be asked to
The trials for which the county
Major Robert Barde
Joseph I’. McGinley
They heard the generator motor
Lt. Charles V. Raye, Civil Air mately, which is $1,735.32 over last accept the existing Cushing volunseeks
reimbursement
involved
four
Major and Mrs. Elmer Barde of backfire and went out to find the
Rockland mail carrier Joseph P. As C-C Secretary
inmates who participated in an at- Patrol Cadet Instructor, presented year's figure of $24,710.00.
j teer Fire Department as a town
5 Berkeley street have received motor ablaze. For a time, there McGinley, 34, is frpe in $1,000
The town will select a selectman department and to either use preThe directors of the Rockland tempted prison break last July, a certificate of proficiency Wedwas danger of explosion of the
the good news that their son, Rob
bonds following a hearing before a
They assaulted the
Wadsworth nesday nightto Cadet William Gay
for one year and one for three viously appropriated, but unused,
acetylene and oxygen tanks as
Chamber of Commerce meeting
street gate and guard house by of Thomaston at Rockland Highyears and a two year member and Civil Defense funds or raise nejv
ert, has been promoted to the rank the fire spread to damage the United States Commissioner in
Wednesday evening to consider the hurling flaming bottles of gasoline School.
a three year member of the School funds for the department,
of major in the Marine Corps. The truck and equipment almost to Portland Tuesday on charges of
resignation of Executive Secretary and in the fracas set the prison
The certificate was presented for
promotion was made on March 6 the point of a total loss.
theft from the U. S. Mails.
Ralph W. Bartlett, declined to ac- print shop afire and destroyed it. ' Gay's efforts in examinations on
and was retroactive to Jan. 1.
United States Attorney Peter
They were driven back by Guard aviation manual during the sum- ONE ELECTION CONTEST, THREE
The younger Major Barde is
Mills of Portland said Friday that CPP* b‘s resignation
Bernard Reams who fired into the mer encampment at Loring Air
Robert
Murray
a former pupil in the Rockport
The board, in a session directed
CONTROVERSIAL ARTICLES AWAIT
the formal charges were as fol
ground near them as they at- Force Base in Limestone. He is a
schools and still maintains con
by
President
Clinton
B.
Gifford,
lows :
Buys
Flood's
tacked.
j Thomaston High junior and has ACTION OF ROCKPORTERS MONDAY
tact with many of his former
"Joseph Peter McGinley, being a voted unanimously not to entertain
Each convict going on trial re- been a member of the Rockland
classmates.
Postal
Service
employee,
embezthe
resignation
and
directed
Mr.
Shoe Store
Three articles in the Rockport
Selectmen Rupert C. Stevens
quired a new jury, and expenses of C. A. P. Squadron since March,
He has been in the Marine
zled a certain letter which was Gifford to so inform him.
and David R. Eaton are candi
the
term
mounted
as
the
trials
1955.
warrant
to
be
heard
at
town
meet

Corps 14 years and saw combat
Flood s Sundial Shoe Store at the then and there entrusted to him Bartlett has beenwith the Cham-------------------ing Monday evening at Town Hall dates for re-election and were un
duty in World War 2 and the corner of Main and Winter streets and came into his possession to be ber three years and eight months dragged out the session.
opposed nt press time Friday.
The
county
commissioners
conDtsrolwgac
Korean War.
Rated a distin has been purchased by Robert conveyed by mail, and addressed and in that time has done much to
are destined to create more inter
Both are running for three year
guished pistol shot by the Corps, Murray of Owls Head, manager of.j to the Maine Auto Registration further the aims of the organiza- tend that costs of trials of persons
est than others.
terms.
in custody of the state should be Two Way Radio
he has represented the marines the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Store Branch. Rockland, Maine, and stole tion. Also, he has been prominent,
First is a request for construc
borne by the state at large and not
Town Clerk Helena Kenney has
in many top pistol competitions the past 10 years. Mr. Murray will j therefrom a cretain sum of money, in fact was the instigator of, vigby a single county in which the
A new 250 watt two way radio tion of two classrooms at the ele announced that she is not a eandnto
$14.. and said letter having orous compaigns to obtain adein the nation, establishing an im take possession April 1.
Mr. Flood opened the store Aug.' been mailed in a mail box on Main quate roads along the coastal re- institution happens to be located, was installed in the Knox County mentary school at a cost estimat date for re-election.
pressive record.
Appearing at the hearing in be- Court House headquarters of the
Town Treasurer Clara W. Lane
He also holds a commercial 26, 1955, coming to Rockland from street in Rockland, Maine to said gions of the state.
ed at $20,000.
half of the county were Commis- county's Civil Defense system Friannounced Friday that she would
Mr. Bartlett replied Friday to
pilot's license and the rating of Winthrop. He has purchased two Maine Auto Registration Branch”.
The second would be a bid to be a candidate for town clerk as
sioners Roland Gushee of Apple- day afternoon.
locations in Vermont, one in New
aerial observer in the Corps,
The charges against McGinley the official notification of the di
The
two
way
radio,
complete
1
add
approximately 24 feet to the well as for re-election to her positon
and
Darold
Hocking
of
Thom

The elder Major Barde served port and the other in St. Johnsbury, were brought by Postal Inspector rectors, commenting that he would
aston, together with Sheriff Wil with a 50 foot antenna on the roof, gymnasium of the elementary *'on as treasurer.
35 years with the Corps, retiring and wi» operate them as Sundial, Arthur L. Giulfoyle and prosecu meet with the directors in the
lard Pease. County Attorney Cur will connect county headquarters school to provide space for a'
Manager Archie Stevens states
in 1946 after a distinguished ea- Stores
tion was authorized by the U. S. near future, indicating that he
tis Payson of Union presented the and organization with state head- stage. Cost would he an estimat- *bat requests in the warrant, if
The Endicott-Johnson store will Attorney.
would be happy to remain.
reer. He is presently Civil De
quarters in Augusta.
ed $10,000.
j granted, will increase the net
county’s case.
be managed by Guy Easier, pre
Prior to Bartlett's resignation,
fense director for Knox County.
McGinley was arrested and
The
woik
is
being
done
by
the
The
third
is
the
proposal
to
close
budget of the community by
sently manager for the company taken to Portland Tuesday after the matter of increased salary for
Commercial Electronics Service the present Town Hall to use as a $25 770.82.
at
Belfast.
Edward
Cullen,
who
an
executive
secretary
was
dis

postal
inspectors
had
"planted"
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
Pardon Me,
Company of South Portland and public building and dispose of it
Of that figure, $5000 is credited
has been assistant in the Rockland the envelope addressed to the auto cussed by the directors. A raise
supervised by Warren E. Morgan as town property. This article ties *° the school system and $16,650
store, will manage the Belfast registration dffice in a Main street from the current $4,000 per year My Foot Slipped
The Office ef
of South Portland.
in with the plan to add to the toward the town debt. Also, an
store.
to $5,000 was agreed upon and in
box which McGinley collected.
DR. HUGO HOCHSCHILD
The installation was expected to length of the school gym as pro- increase of $1195 in the county tax
A
loudly
ringing
burglar
alarm
Mr. Murray has been with Endi
The exact method of determining the letter to Bartlett this week he
THOMASTON
cott-Johnson 13 years, 10 of which that McGinley had taken the was informed that arrangements at the Knox County Trust Com be completed by Friday evening. | ponents intend to use the gym as an<^ 57480 for town government.
Will Be Closed March 17 to
have been in Rockland.
an auditorium and town hall.
----------------for the increase would be made as pany brought Rockland Police
money has not been revealed.
men to the Main street bank on
aa
_
-L
94
i_
Another item is the request of man bas to have strong will
soon
as
possible.
It
is
possible
to
coat
objects
with
maren z j inclusive
Slow Down and Live!
the double Thursday morning to
the Fire Department for the res- P°wer to question the sincerity of
chemicals invisible to the person
32*33
Potatoes are Maine’s and New- catch themselves a holdup man.
toration of the position of day driv- b*s own imagination.
who handles them, but which will
er at the fire station. The' posi-!
~—-------- —
principal
vegetable What they got, however, was a
appear on hands as an indelible England’s
crop.
tion
was
abolished
last
year
as
an
Advertise
in The Courier-Gazette,
piece
of
candy.
! stain, or will appear when certain
Patrolman John Low entered
economy measure and a Red Net■■
types of light are shown upon
the bank cautiously just after
work of special line phones in
them.
St. Patrick's Day
opening hour when he heard the
stalled in the homes of firemen.
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
McGinley, after arraignment be
(Benefit Curtain Fund)
LOBSTERS
burglar alarm on the side of the
Cost of employing a full time day
fore U. S. Commissioner Festus B.
DANCE
driver at the fire station would be
McDonough waived examination
WEDNESDAY, MAY 22
Saturday and Sunday Special^ building ring out. He was met
approximately $3000.
with embarrassed laughter.
and
was
released
on
personal
8.M P. M.
The alarm, he discovered, had
I One contest looms in the elec
59c lb.
recognizance of $1,000 pending dis
LINCOLN COUNTY ORCHESTRA
been tripped accidentally by bank
tions which come early in the war- |
position by the federal grand jury,
SOLOIST: 13 YEAB OLD JAMES KEENE
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
rant articles. School Committee
clerk Miss Kathy Currie when her
Elks Home
or a plea on information, which
REFRESHMENTS:
man Robert McIntosh, a candi-j
foot struck the button.
Until April 1st, anyone wishing to reserve their same table
amounts to a waiver of indictment.
9 to It P. M.
BANANAS - 9c lbj The girls, seeking to appease
they had at the first Pops Concert, please contact Mrs. Nath
date for re-election, is opposed by
I McGinley, a carrier in the Rock
ELKS AND GUESTS
alie Snow, Miss Mary Wasgatt or Hngh M. Benner.
Harry Compton who has previous
land office for 10 years, has
the Rockland Police Department,
TABLE RESERVATION FOR 4 — $4.00
Donation $1.00 per (onple
ly
served
one
term
on
the
board.
!
worked
several
carrier
routes
in
Jordan
&
Grant
offered
Patrolman
Low
a
piece
of
KNOX COUNTY COMMUNITY CONCERT ASSOCIATION
Refreshments - Orchestra
and who McIntosh succeeded
H. M. Benner, Chairman
the city over the years. The in, candy which he accepted for his
33-33
27-S-39
R'-sd Th" Ceurler-Cszette
th:e" year? ego.
! troubles.
,
i vestigation which led to his ap-

of Northeast Airlines a moment’s

McGinley

ROCKLAND’S
Second

charged with

Pops Concert

Sat., Mar. 16

Wildlife Week

Walker Cops

Order Signed

Foul Shot Title

By Governor
Governor Edmund S.
chief executives

joined

Muskie
the

of

other 47 states, Alaska and Hawaii
today in proclaiming March 17-23
as National Wildlife Week in
Maine.
As the proclamation was signed,
the Governor was presented with
a framed print of the 1957 Wild
life Week commemorative post
age stamp design.
Signed by
Artist Bob Hines, the print is a
finely drawn woodland scene, with
wild turkeys—a native game bird
that once proved vital to Ameri
can colonists but which now is al
most extinct—as the subject.
The presentation was made by
M. Lenwood Royal, president of
the sponsoring Maine Fish and
Game Association. Also on hand !
were George W. Bucknam. deputy
commissioner of the Maine De
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Game, and Joe Cobb of Portland,
State chairman of National Wild
life Week.
The signing opened a week-long
effort by Maine youth groups,
sportsmen's clubs, women’s or
ganizations and conservationists
in general to re-educate the people
of Maine to the importance of the
State’s wildlife and natural re
sources.
In his proclamation, Governor
Muskie pointed out that much of
the land in Maine and the rest of
the nation is being used without
regard to the destruction of birds,
animals and fish, and that fire,
pollution, drainage, poor farming
methods and wasteful logging con
tinue to take a heavy toll of pro
ductive wildlife areas. The Gov
ernor urged all citizens of Maine
to acquaint themselves with the
problems of conservation, and to
give particular support to pro
grams aimed at protecting and
restoring wildlife living areas.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone TEmple 2-9281

Mrs. Henry K. Crowell has re
turned from Beachmont, Mass.,
where she has been visiting rela
tives.
Mrs, Madeline Hilton has re
turned to her home on Jefferson
street after passing the winter in
Florida, Washington, D. C„ and
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Otis Ellis and daughter,
Mrs. Ann Johnston of Warren at
tended the Flower Show in Boston.
Mrs. Myrtle Brown is a surgical
patient at the Knox Hospital, Rock
land.
Roland E. Butler of Bremen has
assumed his duties as general
manager of thc Waldoboro Lock
ers Inc.
The Charles C. Lilly Post Ameri
can Legion and Auxiliary will be

contest from Floyd Montgomery
a teammate. Thursday night at
the Community Building.
Walker dropped through 23 of
35 attempts while Montgomery
swished the nets for 19 out of his
35 tries. Both boys were tops in
the preliminary shoot-offs held
this week at the building.

EDITORIAL
WE STAND FIRMLY WITH THE COUNCIL

Speedy Contest
The Rockland Wrecks squeezed

out

a

battling

Rockland

High

School squad 51 to 47 Thursday
night in a Rockland High School
Alumni benefit basketball game at
thc Community Building.
The Wrecks, composed of for
mer Rockland High players, led
most of the way. Deane Deshon
dropped a push shot, with Buddy
Robert "Bobby" Walker
Mosher hooking another shot, to
Robert "Bobby” Walker. Owls put the game on ice for the
Head eighth grader and a mem Wrecks in the closing minutes of
ber of the Hawks basketball the contest.
Gene Kenniston led the Wrecks,}
squad in the Intermediate division
scoring with 16 points while Billy
of the City Recreation League,
Flanagan
dropped
19
points
won the division foul shooting through the ring for the high
schoolers.
held on Wednesday evening at the
In a preliminary contest, a
Legion Hall Marble Ave.
Mrs. [ group of all-star players from the
Ruby Eugley and Mrs. Rena four seventh and Eighth Grade Di
Chisam will have charge of re vision teams in thc City Recrea- j
freshments.
tional Basketball League beat out
Former State Senator Philip the championship team of their di
Chapman of Portland will address vision, the Hawks of Owls Head,
the members of the Waldoboro 47 to 43.
Woman's Club at its regular meet Wrecks (51) ...........................................
ing Tuesday afternoon at the
Rf. Kenniston 8. Alex 2; If.
Methodist Church vestry.
Mr. Mosher 3(1); c, Johnson 3, Kelsey
Chapman will talk on "State Gov 1; rg. Deshon 3; lg, Smith 3(2),
ernment". He will be introduced Gardiner 1.
by Mrs. E. Ashley Walter, Jr., a Rockland (47)
member of the program commit
Rf, Flanagan 9(1); If, Can- 5.
tee. Mrs. Perley E. Jones, club Stover 1; Deysher, Atwood 4(23;
president, will preside at the busi rg, Smith 1(1); lg, Trask 1, Coak
ness session starting at 2.30 p. m. ley.
A coffee hour will precede the Wrecks
12 24 38 51
meeting.
Rockland
11 23 33 47
Students Presented Awards
The
Lions
Club
presented
awards to the winners of a re Friendship
cent drawing contest for local
HELEN KALES
Correspondent
students at its regular meeting in
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Meenahga Grange Hall Wednes
day evening. First prize, an en
graved trophy and gold pin was
awarded John Flagg for his water
color of a country scene; second
prize, a silver pin went to Roh
ert Stover for his drawing of a
deer running in field; third prize,
a bronze pin was given Ruth
Studley for her profile of a horse.
The judges were Harry Brown,
A«a Kimball, and Lawrence Wes
ton. The contest was sponsored
by the Lions Club and arranged
by the boy-girl committee of the
club consisting of William Zucchi.
Armin Hauck, and Joseph Moyes.
Mr. Zucchi was chairman.
A total of 40 entries was submit
ted. The speaker was George
Johnson, guidance director and
coach of football at Rockland
High School, who spoke on the
subject of sportsmanship. The oc
casion was thc annual father, son.
daughter night.

PICK OP THE PACK!
CHOOSE PROM THE BEST USED CARS IN TOWN

TRADED IN ON NEW ROCKET OLD SM OBI LES I

Used Cars On Hand
As Of March 12, ’57
PONTIAC STAR CHIEF-CAT. 2-DR. HARDTOP V-8
A Low Mileage. One Owner ('ar

1956

MERCURY MONT. 4 DOOR SEDAN

1955

PONTIAC STAIONWAGON

1955

OLDSMOB1E MODEL S88 FOUR DOOR SEDAN

1955

OLDSMOBILE MODEL 88 TWO DOOR SEDAN

Exceptionally Clean — Power Equipment

One of the Hard-To-Find Models — Low Mileage

A Beautiful. Dark Green Four Door — One Owner

A ( lean ( ar — Priced Right

1954

BUICK MODEL SUPER FOUR DOOR SEDAN
One of the Better One* — Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Power Window*. Radio

1953

CHEVROLET MODEL 2102, TWO DOOR SEDAN
New Tire*

Lower Priced Models
1951
1950
1949
1949
1949

PONTIAC CHIEF. DELUXE 8 FOUR DOOR SEDAN
OLDSMOBILE 88 DELUXE 2 DOOR SEDAN
PONTIAC CHIEF. DELUXE 8 FOUR DOOR SEDAN
OLDSMOBILE MODEL 98 DELUXE 4 DOOR SEDAN
BUICK MODEL SUPER FOUR DOOR SEDAN

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ROSS MOTORS, INC.
FIREPROOF GARAGE BUILDING

WINTER ST.

Three Knox County Boys Report
f

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Defeat Tigers In

Mrs. William Bramhall is visit
ing with her brother, Luther Wotton, while on vacation from her
duties at Mr. and Mrs. George
Wood in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lawry of
Melrose. Mass., have been in
town foi- a few days and were
overnight guests of Mrs. Arthur
Barbour on Wednesday.
Mrs. Henry Thompson has em
ployment with Mr. Wallace In
Thomaston.
Woodrow J. Verge was in Pot t- '
land on Friday.
Master David Wallace cele-I
brated his ninth birthday recent
ly.
Guests were: Vernard and ;
Jeanine
Kelley.
Nancy
and
Charles Lash. William Gilchrest.
III.
Ellen Cushman, Barbara
Richards. Mildred Wallace. Bren- '
da Brown and Wayne Benner. I
Games were played and birthday }
cake and ice cream served by }
David's mother. Mrs. Archie Wal- ]

!
'

1956

the
courier-gazette
Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson

Wrecks Rally To

lace.
Miss Eda J. Lawry and Mrs.
Alva G. Weaver were in Pemaquid and South Bristol on Thurs
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Russell and
Mrs. Arthur Barbour were in
Togus on Thursday to visit with
Arthur Barbour who is a patient
at Togus Veterans Hospital.

• •
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Rockland faces with dismay thc possible loss of the
National Guard Unit Battery D 703d AAA as a result of
the recent hassle over this City’s refusal to participate in
a National Guard Armory, a S4CO.OCO project, cost to be di
vided between city, state and federal groups.
Thc project was given careful consideration by the City
Council and though the withdrawal of the unit would not
be any surprise as a result, we stand firmly with the Coun
cil in its decision that this municipality was in no position
to make the necessary expenditures, even if the guard unit
were to be moved elsewhere as was rumored.
There comes a point beyond which the municipality
may not properly spend large sums of money, even in the
face of substantial returns. Rumor has been rife that had
the proposed armory been erected its use for civilian and
school purposes might have been limited.

►
Three Knox County youths will and Abbott G. Martin. 17. sons of
I report today for examinations to- Benjamin Martin of Vinalhaven.
I ward entry into the U. S. Army, Both attended Vinalhaven High
School.
I filling this county’s March quota.
The third youth. Harry P. Earl.
Two of the three are brothers, jg ig the g'n of Mr and Mrg

WE MUST CONTINUE OUR UNANIMOUS SUPPORT

WITH THE LEGISLATURE

The healing on the islands’ bill for more adequate
ferry service was most encouraging. The several speakers
were well prepared on their subjects ar.d did not indulge
in repetition of facts and flag waving which becomes so
wearisome to Legislative groups.
Rather, the speakers confined themselves to pertinent
facts of the need as it exists, presented in orderly sequence,
and told briefly of the financial experiences of the past, re
flecting on what could moderately be expected in the future.
The Highway Committee appeared most favorably im
pressed by the moderation and sound sense displayed by
the petitioners
This group has campaigned with the same good sense
for weeks past in this newspaper and we trust will continue
the same consistent publicity campaign for a most deserv
ing project which has our whole-souled support.
There seems small question but what the matter will
receive Legislative approval and then go on to the people
of Maine for their O. K. which all indications are will be
forthcoming.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADS

We have sent letters of invitation to a number of promi
nent men and women in Rockland business circles asking
them to write us letters concerning their opinions of the
opportunities offered locally for graduates of Rockland High
School.
In the near future we expect replies which will be pre
sented in these columns. It is our considered opinion that
a graduate of Rockland High School who is unable to face
the burden of higher education can find a source of liveli
hood in this vicinity as good as though he sought some large
business center hundreds of miles from here where he
would find competition for jobs just that much 'tougher.
The replies should be interesting and we may stand
alone in our opinion. We’ve done that before too.
A LETTER TO “STARVING FISHERMAN"

An excellent letter is on our desk relating to the Swan’s
Island fisherman who signed a communication “Starving
Fisherman,’’ containing a lot of good, solid Down East horse
sense, but was smart enough to sign his name. For that
reason his rather long article was printed. We are unable
to print any communication however which does not bear
the signature of the writer.
One of the earliest rules laid down by the present pub
lisher, long years ago now, was that The Courier-Gazette
should never print anonymous communications, based on
the Yankee reasoning that if a man or woman chose to
send in articles for publication in this newspaper, they
should have the courage to sign their name to the article.
This newspaper cannot and will not accept the responsibility
for any unsigned communication, and naturally we reserve
the right to print what we please, for while we enjoy a good
fight we don't go around gratuitously hunting for big
trouble.
If “Another Starving Fisherman’’ cares to send in his
name we will consider printing the article.
Alan’s Fifth Birthday

West Rockport

Alan Counce celebrated
his
filth birthday Saturday by enter
MRS. MABEL HEALD
Correspondent
taining his playmates at the
Church Services
Grange Hall. Gene Dinsmore won
The belfry music from the Ad
Mr. and Mrs. William Sandblom the game of pinning the tail on
vent Christian Church will be an
have returned recently from a , the cat.
invitation to worship next Sunday.
Rev. Everett E. Pender's sermon trip to Quincy and Cape Cod. j After the host had opened his
Mam., where they visited with gifts, refreshments of sandwiches,
topic sermon at 10.30 a. m. will be
birthday cakes, ice cream and
"Why God Watches Us.” At 12 m. relatives and friends.
Superintendent Stillman Havener's
Johnny Crockett celebrated his ; punch were served. Each child
staff of teachers and fleet of cars sixth birthday last Thursday ! received a basket of candy.
Those present were: Luannc
for transportation will take care afternoon by entertaining his
of a record attendance in Sunday playmates at his home. Games ' Morang of Camden. Susan SalmiSchool.
•insurance Religion" were played and refreshments nen, Debra Spear. Johnny Crock
will be the subject or the evening were served including a birthday ; ett. Sharon Carroll, Robert Hama
sermon at 7 p. m. Tuesday at cake.
lainen. Billy Widdecomb. Darryl
7 o’clock the prayer and testi
Darlene Bragg, Billy and
Tuesday Club met this week and
mony meeting will he held in the w’ith Mrs. Louise Orbeton.
Johnny Umberger, Ellen and
vestry. Irving Lash will be the
Mrs. Henry Salrninen. who has Susan Andrews, Gene Dinsmore,
speaker at thc Loyal Workers' fel
Larry Hudson. Robert and Bar
been at Knox Hospital, went to
lowship on Thursday. Four out
Portland Wednesday where she bara Ladd. Delbert and David
of town clergymen are on the
Mothers
present were
will receive treatment at the Vinai.
speaking program for the Holy
Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen. Betty
Maine Medical Center.
Week services that begin April
Vinai. Nora Carroll. Ellen Thorn
The Extension Association met
15.
dike and Ethel Counce. Children
Morning worship for the second with Mrs. Keith Crockett on invited but unable to attend were
The subject
Sunday in Lent will take place in Thursday evening.
David and Dianne Carroll, Linda
the Methodist Church at 11 a. m. was “Patterns and Fabrics’’. Parker and David Tolman.
Each
member
was
measured
for
The prelude, played hy the or
ganist Mrs. Elizabeth Roll its. her correct size according to the
PORT CLYDE
will be "Thoughts Of Spring" by new standard of measurements.
Rosie Seavey received a pretty
Grieg. The morning's anthem Refreshments were served by1
will be sung by the senior choir. Mrs. Evelyn Merrifield and Mrs. spray of Forsythia and Lillies
Charlotte Davis.
from the Baptist Church recently.
The offertory will be "Allegrctte"

by Hayden. Rev. David W. Bell
will deliver the morning message
on the subject. ’’Jesus Christ Our
Lord”.
Sunday School will be held at
9.30.
The Youth Fellowship will meet
at the church at 5 30 p. m. for
B St. Patrick's Day fellowship
hour.
They will have as their
guests the youth of the Cushing
and Union Methodist Churches.
At 7 p. m. the young people will
join the pastor in leading the eve
ning hymn sing and worship. All
are invited to the worship service.

Knox-Lincoln 4-H Leaders Asso
ciation met at Mt. Pleasant
Grange Hall Monday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. David Hamalainen,
leaders of the Amateur Farmers
4-H Club, as host and hostess.
There were 19 4-H leaders, two
4-H members and Mrs. Loana
Shibles. club agent, present
The
guest speaker was Miss Margaret
Stevens, assistant State 4-H club
leader.
Refreshments
were
served.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wilev
of New York called on their aunt.
Mrs. Rose Atkins, Sunday.

Mrs. Charles Kinney spent two
days with her parents, returning
to Plainville. Conn, this morning.
Mts. Howard Green was in
town this week and her sister,
Miss Eva Lowell, returned to
her home in West Hartford,
Conn., with her for a visit.

Free chest x-rays are offered to
Susanne and Renette Beaulieu people attending Farm and Home
of Rockland were guests of Mrs. Week each apring at the Univer
David Hamalainen Tuesday.
sity of Maine.

They are Donald A. Martin, 21,

Harry Earl of 139 Camden street

He attended Rockland High School
and served with the National
Guard Battery D. 703rd AAA Bat
talion.
The three entrained Wednesday
for Fort Williams at South Port
land.

Riflemen From

ROCKLAND WRECKS HAVE A

Belfast Outshoot

GOOD SCORING RECORD

Local Marksmen
Rockland Rifle and Pistol Club
went to Belfast Monday night for
a shoulder to shoulder match
against the American Legion
Rifle Club.
Total scores were
Belfast 1378. Rockland 1375.
Belfast: E. Small, prone 100. oh.
89 and 91. total 280; H. Cobb,
prone, 99. oh 92 and 89, total 280;
R. Shepherd, prone 98. oh 92 and
89. total 279; D. McGray, prone
100. oh. 87 and 87. total 274; F.
Seaman, prone 100. oh 81 and 84.
total 265.
Rockland: S. Scieszka prone 98,
oh. 91 and 88, total 277; D. Huntley. prone 100. oh 80 and 87. total
287; W. Young prone 100, oh 82
and 85. total 267; E. Young, prone
100. oh 74 and 86. total 260; A.
Dart, prone 100. oh 82 and 72,
total 254.
There will be a shoulder *o
shoulder match
with
Lincoln
County March 21 at Damariscotta
and a return match with Belfast
March 31 at Rockland.

New England

Archers To Hold

Augusta Tourney
More than 1.000 followers of
bow-and-arrow shooting from all
over the East will converge on
Maine late next summer.
George E. Jones, III. Randolph,
president. Maine State Archery
Association, has the official noti
fication that the New England
Field Archery Tournament will
take place in Augusta. August 31Septemiber 1.
Jones is the immediate past

City Recreation Director Deane Ricky Smith
Deshon announced the individual Don Kelsey

55
46

20

130

20

point totals for the players of the

37
16
15
10
10
9
7
5
5
3
0
0
0
0

21
6
6
4
2
0
3
0
0
1
1
1
1

112
95
39
36
27
24
20
14
13
10
3
1
1
1
1

375

135

885

Rockland Wrecks basketball squad
Wednesday.

The squad is spon-

sored by the recreation department.

Thc Wrecks, who have com-}
pleted their regular season of 14
games with seven wins and seven [
losses, will meet Rockland High’s
1956-57 team in an exhibition tilt
Friday night on the Community
Building floor.
Goals Fouls Total
Floyd Johnson 84
20
188
Deane Deshon 73
21
167

Dick Gardner
Bob Gardner
Buddy Mosher
Bruce Stratton
Gene Kenniston
Justin Cross
Norm Kalloch
Bill Hoche
Mike DiRenzo
Dave Hoche
Charlie Foote
Don McLellan
Walt Wotton
Bob McIntosh

president of Tri-City Bowmen, an
Thomaston Lists
affiliate of Tri-City Fish and
Game Club of Hallowell.
The
Nine Game
latter association will play host
to the tourney, to be held on the Diamond Schedule
club’s grounds.
Ernest C. Kay.
Thomaston High School ansecretary, New England Field
Archery Council, has confirmed nounces an eight game boys’
recent letter to baseball and girls’ softball sched
the event in
ule with one of the contests
Jones.
classed as a practice tilt.
The
Commenting on the tournament
school, a member of the KnoxState Recreation Director Everett
Lincoln League, will launch their
F. Greaton said here: “This is
regular season May 9 at Wiscas
just the kind of attraction need
set. The Knox-Lincoln League
ed to help extend our Maine va
will not break up their schedule
cation season into the early Fall.
I anticipate that there will be into a Knox and a Lincoln divi
sion this year.
many bowmen who will return
All games are set for May as
here for our special archery sea
follows:
son on deer in October, as a re
2 At Waldoboro (practice)
sult of their attendance at the
9 At Wiscasset
field tournament.’’
10 At Rockland
13 At Camden
16 Waldoboro
MILLER'S
17 Rockland

GARAGE
The Best Place To
Buy a
‘
GOOD USED CAR J

FIDEIJTY & DEPOSIT
COMPANY OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
25-31 Rankin Street
|
Bonds,
$28,776 233.32
34-Th&S-tf(
Stocks.
30,478.601.09
Real Estate Owned
3.230 525.83
UNION MUTUAL FIRE
Cash and Band De
INSURANCE COMPANY
posits.
4.759,262.60
Montpelier. Yerment
Agents Balances or Un
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1956
collected Premiums. 1.565 529.10
$1,377,974 93 I
Other Assets,
771.597.08 Bonds.
Stocks.
511.066.00
125.000.00
Total Assets.
$69,572,749.02 Real Estate Owned.
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS AND Cash and Bank De
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31. 1956
posits,
70,743.18
Reserve for Losses,
$6 273,434.28 Agents Balances or Un
Reserve for Loss Adjust
collected Premiums.
160.588.18
ment Expenses.
1.131.238.00 Other Assets,
15.930.35
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
18,002 548.06
Total Assets.
$2331.302.64
Reserve for Taxes.
1.724.000.00 1 IJABII4TIES, SURPLUS AND
All Other Liabilities.
1.165.795.62 OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Reserve for Losses.
$49,069.07
Total Liabilities.
$28,297,015.96 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Special Surplus
ment Expenses.
2.084.78}
Funds.
$2,150,000.00 Reserve for Unearned
Capital Paid Up or
761.579.86
Premiums.
Statutory Deposit.
46.000.00
4.000,000.00 Reserve for Taxes.
Unassigned Funds
All Other Liabilities,
169 815.98
(Surplus).
35.125,723. C6
$1,028,579.62
Total Liabilities.
Surplus as Regards
Special Surplus Funds, $307,575.88
Policyholders,
$41,275,733.06 Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
925.147.07
Total,
$69 572 749.02 ,
33-S-39 I Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
$1332,722.95
FEDERAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
Total.
$2,261,302.61
90 John Street
33-S-39
New York, New York
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
INSURANCE COMPANY
Bonds,
$75,120,979.54
Concord, New Hampshire
Stocks,
69.771333.06
Cash and Bank De
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
posits.
9.242,5' 3 33 Bonds,
$2,758,974.90
Stocks,
Agents Balances or Un
9.406.00
72,021.86
collected Premiums, 3 613 161.02 Real Estate Owned,
Other Assets.
3.416.434.17 Cash and Bank De
posits,
530,110.92
Total Assets,
$161.164.451.12 Agents Balances or Un
58 810.60
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
collected Premiums,
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956 Other Assets.
27.343.27
Reserve for Losses. $19 870.6*8.00
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total Assets.
$3,456,667.55
ment Expenses.
2.571.049.54 LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Unearned
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
$557,491.12
Premiums,
36 964.026 00 Reserve for Losses.
Reserve for Taxes.
2.837.789.48 Reserve for Loss Adjustment Expenses,
90,025.46
All Other Liabilities 11.190 639.29
Reserve for Unearned
Total Liabilities.
Premiums.
485.822.29
$72,964,162.31
Special Surplus
Reserve for Taxes.
70.290.19
Funds.
21 853.66
$33.784357.04 Ail Other Liabilities,
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
Total Liabilities,
$1,225,482.72
10.800.000.00
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
(Surplus),
$2331.184.83
43.615.931.77

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
$88,200,288 81

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
$2331.184.83

Total

Total,

8161.164.451.12
33-3-39

Totals

$3,466 667.55
27-S-33

20

Lincoln Academy

23

Boothbay Harbor

Read The Cmirier-viazette
AMERICAN EMPLOYERS’.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Rostan, Massachusetts
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
Bonds.
$36,568,392.86
Stocks,
16.453.409.90
Cash and Bank De
posits.
2.980,730.97
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums. 5.231.572.93
Other Assets.
1.628.614.58

Total Assets.
$62,862,721.24
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Reserve for Losses. $21,061,942.20
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
2.420.038.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
18.272.C68.71
Reserve for Taxes.
994,000.00
All Other Liabilities,
857.774.38

Total Liabilities,
$43,605,823.29
Special Surplus
Funds.
$10,756,897.95
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit.
2.000.000.00
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
6.500.000.00
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$19,256,897.95

Total,

$62,862,721.24
30-S-36

EMPI.OVERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
Bonds,
$50,862,877.97
Stocks.
8.870,633.40
Mortgage Loans on
Real Estate,
3,714.56
Cash and Bank De
posits,
3,099.463.02
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 985.549.17
Other Assets,
500,127.66

Total Assets.
$64,322,365.78
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Reserve for Losses, $26,403,209.44
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
2315,810.60
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
12.202.800.58
Reserve for Taxes,
1,047.224.86
All Other Liabilities, 4.746,780.72
Total Liabilities.
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory. Deposit,
Unaasigncd Funds
(Surplus).

$46,915,826.20

$3,000,000.06
14.406.539.58

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
(17.406,539.58

Total,

$64,322,366.78
27-S-33
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POSTMASTERS ENJOYED TALK BY

THE TOWN

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson
When making nut your will r.

Lloyd’s Pharmacy at the junc
tion of Main and Limerock streets
(Social and community events appears in a new dress with a '
are solicited (or this calendar. All front of bright metal and glass in- |
are free and space here cannot be stalled the past several davs.
purchased. Strictly commercial ,
____
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
Knox County Camera Club will
cannot be accepted. The decision
meet Tuesday evening at the Carof the editor is final.]
ADril 1-4—Farm and Home Week roll Berry studio in Rockport. It
on the University of Maine will be Ladies’ Night and a fare
campus
well party for Lieutenant and Mrs.
April 9—Musical Concert at the James Swint, U. S. Coast Guard.
Federated Church in Thomaston The Swints are under orders to
featuring Bess Battey Gowdy,
move to Alaska in the very near
pianist,
and
Carl Webster,
future.
Refreshments will be
cellist.
served and all members are re
April 19—Good Friday.
April zl—Easter.
quested to bring cameras.
Aug. 2 3 4—Rockland Sea Foods
Festival.
The city welfare office on Spring
street will distribute government
Don Hanscom of the Bangor
surplus foods to qualified persons
Daily News spoke to members of
Wednesday from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
the Rockland Junior Chamber of
Commerce Wednesday evening on
The Maine Legislature has ex
the forthcoming Soap Box Derby
tended to Rev. Everett Pender of
which the newspaper sponsors.
the Advent Christian Church of
Friendship an invitation to serve
Dr. Robert J. Meehan was ap as chaplain of the House on April
pointed associate chairman of 3. The motion was made on the
professional education of the floor of the House by Representa
Maine Osteopath Association at a tive Ralph Winchenpaw of Friend- :
special meeting of directors in ship.
Hallowell this week.

Coming Events

An open door at the Waldoboro
Garage on Route 1 in Thomaston
spotted by Thomaston night pa
trolman Robert Welsh ■ brought
state police and deputies of the
Sheriff’s Patrol to the scene late
Wednesday night to check a pos
sible break into the premises.
Welsh said he spotted the door ajar
on a routine check and inside the
building, a car door open and the
interior light on. He checked the
premises' and called for state po
lice aid in reaching the owners of
the building to check the offices
which were locked. Nothing was
reported missing and police said
no effort had been made to enter
the offices or break into a safe.

LU-RE-CO HOMES
Lu-Re-Co Homes open for in
spection, outer Washington Street,
Camden, Maine
Saturday and Sunday
March 16 and 17.
Norman S. Fuller, Contractor.
Drop in and see what the Lu-Re-Co
system of construction can do for
you. Open 1 to 9 p. m. Lu-Re-Co
Homes — “Best By Test.”
PASSMORE LUMBER CO.
By the Arch, Camden
Tel. Cedar 6-2330

Burkettville
Family In Need

Of Bedding
The Knox County Chapter of Red
Cross has received an appeal from
Burkettville residents for aid for
a family who lost their home by
fire last week.

They do not wish the identity of
the family revealed, but do ask for
help.
Needed at thc moment is bed
ding for at least two beds to start
the family in housekeeping again.
By the time readers receive this
story, Mrs. Reita Holden at Red
Cross headquarters in Rockland
may have a longer list of items
which the family needs.

the chance that it won't be.

Rockland Marble

& Granite Works

Fmw Mtwuureutt 6 Puutltj Mtumiuk
fully Guaranlttd

And it shall come to
pass, that before they
call, I will answer; and
while they are yet speak
ing, 1 will hear.
Isaiah 65:24.

24*3*36

s

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Watch for a Great Prom
ise from the Bible in this
space every Saturday.
In times of sorrow we an
ticipate every need and
consistently render a ser
vice that is dignified and
complete.

HARRETT M. JORDAN, Pra»
Established 1830

DAVIS

AMBULANCE SERVICE

FUNERAL HOMES

TEL. 390
U0 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

her

ynur ehurch

and

yoor

JOHN L. LANIGAN
John L. Lanigan. 63. for many
years a figure in the downtown
area known to most people, died
of a heart attack at his Park
Street Place home at 11.20 a. m. ,
Friday.
He had been seen about the
street a short time before police
were summoned to assist him at
his home. He was apparently
well, and had visited his usual
spots during the morning.
Dr. David Mann of Camden,
Knox County Medical Examiner
gave a decision of death due to a
coronary attack.
Funeral arrangements are be
ing cared for by the Russell Fu
neral Home.
MRS. NELLIE C. WINSLOW
Mrs. Nellie Winslow Crockett,*
77. widow of Charles Crockett of
Camden died Thursday at Rock
port. A resident of Camden for
more than 30 years, she was
born at Rockland. Dec. 3, 1879, the
daughter of Ruben and Mary
Brown Winslow. She was a mem
ber of the Camden Congregational
Church and the Ladies’ Circle.
Surviving are two sisters. Mrs.
Ida Withee of Portland and Miss
Blanche Winslow of Boston, also
two nieces. Mrs. Nellie Chambers
of Skowhegan and Mrs. Caleb
Morris. Corpus Christi, Texas.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. front the Gil
bert C. Laite Funeral Home in
Camden with Rev. Melvin H.
Darr. Jr., officiating. Interment
will be in Mountain View Ceme
tery, Camden.

Congo Men Told
Sea the World's

Food Locker

Leslie Dyer of Vinalhaven, presi
She states that the Red Cross dent of the Maine Lobstermen’s
office will gladly serve as a re Association, was guest speaker at
ceiving center for donations.
the Thursday evening meeting of
the Congregational Men’s Club.
Ability is measured by what a His topic was concerned with the
man finishes—not what he begins. world’s food supply over the ages.
He predicted that by the year
BORN
2000 the land would be unable to
Fogg—At Knox Hospital, March produce all the food needed by a
9. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Fogg. fast growing population and that
(Margaret Lindsey), a daughter—
the sea would be a more important
Donna Marie.
Davis—At Vinalhaven. March source than ever.
He also spoke on the lobster
12. to Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Davis,
business in Maine in general.
a son—Eric Nye.

Special Canterbury Sweaters,
DIED
full fashion, pull-over, $3.96, Cardi
Crockett—At Rockport. March
gans. $5.98. at the Bettefan Shop, 14. Mrs. Nellie VV. Crockett,
city.
32-33 widow of Charles Crockett of
Camden, age 77 years. Funeral
Telephone 76 for all social items, services Sunday at 2 p. m. from
the Gilbert C. Laitq Funeral
guests, parties, etc., for The Home in Camden with Rev. Mel
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret vin H. Dorr. Jr., officiating. In
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St. terment in Mountain View Ceme
social reporter.
tf tery. Camden.
Lanigan—At Rockland. March
15. John L. Lanigan, age 63 years.
Funeral arrangements being made
with Russell Funeral Home.
Calderwood — At Vinalhaven,
March 14. Willie Curtis Calder
hy now?
wood. age 75 years, four months
and 13 days. Masonic funeral
services Sunday at 2 p. m. from
Because the selection of a monu
the Headley Funeral Home in
ment that will bear your family
Vinalhaven with Rev. C. S. Mit
chell officiating. Interment in
name through the ages should
O?e.an
View Cemetery.
be a family decision. Don’t take

2# LINDSEY ST. ROCKLAND
Office Tel. 600 — Res. Tel. 600

,

.ii-t,ilal.

KOCKLAND
and
THOMASTON

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
appreciation to those who kindly
sent letters and cards while I was
at the Osteopathic Hospital in
Portland; also for help offered
and given for problems that any
absence frcm home caused.
Herbert B. Cunningham.
Washington.
33-lt

IN ME.MORIA.M
In loving memory of our be
loved aunt. Ruth Counce Charl
ton. who passed away March 20,
1954, at Norfolk, Va.
She is gone, and still she is here.
W’e see her as she was.
We see her kind looks, and be
hold her smiles, hear her
kind words.
She is around us as of old and
we are all here.
She will not be forgotten for her
daily life was a teaching
force that will ever be be
fore us.
Roger C. Counce, Sr., and Doro
thy Counce Ranta.
33*lt

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Elbert A. Oxton
who passed away March 15. 1954.
Time passes swiftly by
But memories never die;
Never to be forgotten
In hearts or minds
Never to be forgotten
’Til the end of time.
Helen and Wallace Spauling.
33‘lt
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our loving dad.
Levi F. Keizer, who passed away
March 16. 1955. and who is sadly
missed by his sons and daughters.
His work on earth is finished.
His time on earth is o’er
And how we miss our Dad
In the old home no more.
The smile we loved no longer
Will greet us at the door,
And the voice so calm and gentle
We shall hear no more.
O beautiful soul in Heaven
In that bright home on high
Where angels sing forever.
And none shall say goodbye.
No more to be tired and weary,
Weary with toil and care
For over the silent river
Our father awaits us there.
Into sweet rest he has entereef
, No more to suffer and weep.
But safe in the arms of Jesus
Our father has fallen asleep.
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MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 74 YEARS

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
1-3-tf

Steamboat Service Was Maintained In
Old Days - Some Old Steamers And Men

ASST. DIRECTOR MARTIN O'BRIEN
Missing from the gathering was
Tihe Knox County Unit of the Na
tional Association of Postmasters the smiling face of Everett Hobbs,
met at the Thorndike Hotel for who is presently sojourning at
West Palm Beach, Fla., and who
their regularly scheduled monthly
would have been right on hand if
meeting after skipping the Febru he had been at home on his farm
ary meeting. Martin O'Brien, as at Hope.
sistant director of the District
Listed as present were: Mrs.
Office in Portland, was the guest Lottie Ewell and Margaret An
[ speaker and his Informative talk drews of West Rockport; Bentley
j on current postal matters was of Glidden,
Damariscotta. Hubert
great interest to all. The group Cowan. Newcastle; James Connel
was very happy to have State Sec lan. Rockland: Mr. and Mrs. Da
retary Bertha Borgerson back vid Pollock, South Thomaston;
with them for the meeting and to Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Hopper. Lin
welcome a newcomer. Acting colnville; Mr. and Mrs. Al Bor
Postmaster Hubert Cowan of New gerson. Owls Head; Mr. and Mrs.
castle
Howard Monaghan. Port Clyde;
Mr. O'Brien, whose duties take Mr. and Mrs. Miller, Waldoboro;
him into many of the postoffices Mr. and Mrs. Kemp Hawkns. St.
of the state, explained some of George; Mr. and Mrs. O. V.
the current innovations in postal Drew. Vinalhaven.
procedure and showed the post
It was voted that the April meet
masters wherein they could do ing be held at the Knox Hotel,
| better work.
Thomaston.

. Above appears the Maine Central's handsome Frank Jones passing Clark's Point at the entrance
of Southwest Harbor. Photo about 1900. Courtesy W. H. Ballard's fine original collection.

Municipal Court

Camden Lions

James H. King. 18, of Belfast
was found guilty of driving 50
miles an hour in a 25 mile zone
and fined $15 and $6 costs or 10
days in jail in Roekland Munici
pal Court Thursday morning.
The youth was unable to furnish
the fine money immediately and
was held.
|
He was arrested by Camden po,.
,,
, „
...
lice on March 9 on Elm street in
Camden and failed to make an appearance in court earlier this
week.
j
• « •

Hear Plans of

Deer Isle. Maine land's veteran harbor pilot be-1 crossed each other fi-om Rock
March 9. 1957 came general manager of the land to Bar Harbor and up the
Forest City Steamboat Company, far reaches of the Penobscot
Dear Steamboat Editor:
Oscar Crockett’s. Cath-,
The Casco Bay Steamboat Com After three years of operation, the River.
Star Line consolidated with the erine. Juliette and Florence. The
pany after three-quarters of ft
Lawrence Mansfield of South
Forest City Steamboat Company. Barbour Steamboat fleet with
century of service, continues the
The name was changed to the S. H. Barbour president. L. J. Portland was charged by state
struggle to survive the ever Casco Bay Steamboat Company Morse, treasurer, and F. D. Pul- police with* permitting an over
loaded truck to be operated to
mounting costs
of
operation. and C. W. T. Goding was elected len. general ticket agent,
which he entered a guilty plea. |
as
General
Manager.
Their
steamer
Cimbria,
Capt.
|
These are the last remaining.
In July 1887. this company put C. A. Barbour. Pilot C. Shute, | The truck wase stopped on
Maine’s coastal steamboats to
on their new steamer, the Forest first officer, H. W. Gallagher; Route 1 in Warren Wednesday. Po
survive the onslaught of land
Frederick Bennet; lice complained that it carried a
Queen. She was a much larger engineer.
transportation and the burden of boat and was equipped to operate purser. H. W. Hawkins; steward. gross load of 20.960 pounds which
present day taxation and mount in most any weather the year N. C. Partridge. Steamer Sedg was 2060 pounds over the truck’s
around. The steamers Minnehaha wick. George H. Barbour, Captain; registered capacity of 18.900.
ing labor costs.
• • •
Conley.
first officer;
This company has an enviable and Express were sold. In Jan Samuel
Calvin B. Beal, Jr., 37, of Rock
uary 1884, the large skating rink W. A. Hall. Engineer; Lo».vell
record over the years. Its good
and pavilion was built at Peaks Grindell, steward. Steamer Tre-1 land was found guilty of driving
service by running boats at low Island.
These were the Casco mont. Henry Barbour, Captain; under the influence of liquor in
Rockland Municipal Court Friday
rates in the early years built up Steamboat
Company’s
boom Mahlon Emerson, first officer; ;
the vast summer colonies on the years and they did more than Lewis
Moor.
engineer;
John | morning and fined $300, and 30
outlying Islands of Portland har any other company in the ad Woodbridge, steward. Island i days in jail.
bor and today Peaks Island has vancement of progress otf these Steamboat Company, with their' A provision of the sentence set
many attractive year around islands by their good service and Steamer Golden Rod in command down by Judge Alfred M. Strout
homes, as well as stores and low rates. In the summer of 1894. of Captain W. M. Crosby under) was that should the fine not be
places of amusement.
, the steamer Jeanette was put on the direction of Samuel H. Bar- paid, an extra 60 days would be
Captain Benjamin J. Willard, an opposition route and run with hour, manager, operated between) levied, but should the fine be paid,
one of Portland’s veteran harbor1 n five cent fare by parties who Southwest Harbor and Bar Har- Beal would be put on probation
pilots. bought 50 shares of stock were interested in what was bor. Steamer Castine on the Bel- for one year.
Rockland police alleged that
in the old Peaks Island Steam called then, the “Ferry fight’’. But fast and Castine route under the
boat Company on January 9. 1878. this adventure was short lived, direction of C. W. Smallage, man- Beal was driving under the influF. H. Morse was president. and the Casco Steamboat Com ager. Incidently the steamer ence of liquor when he operated a
George Trefethen. treasurer. pany has survived through the Castine was under charter to vehicle on Main street, in RockThere were two steamers on the years to see their dream come Capt. Smallage during the year land March 9 while pushing another car operated by Paul H.
line at the time, the Express and true. The beautiful summer and 1895.
Graisbary. 53. of Owls Head.
the Gazelle. Later this company year around homes on the outThe steamer Cimbria had a few
but the Tremont Braisbary was also charged with
became the Forest City Steam- lying Islands of Portland harbor staterooms,
boat
Company.
The
steamer are the fruits of their adventure, built especially for the Bar Har driving under the influence.
Police also alleged that Beal
Gazelle was rebuilt and length and these boats have survived bor route had no staterooms.
had
been convicted of a similar
ened and her name changed to and today are the last of Maine’s Meals served on these steamers
charge in Rockland Jan. 2, 1946.
the Forest City at a later date. Coastal Steamboats.
were dinners. 50 cents, and sup
Beal appealed the Friday morn
Capt. Howard Knowlton built the
The Democrat,
Today we drive across a mil pers, 35 cents.
ing finding and was released in
steamer Minnehaha, which was lion dollar bridge from Deer Isle one of the leading papers pub
$500 personal recognizance.
bought by the company and Capt. to Sargentville. Nostalgia erases lished in Bangor in December
The charge against Graisbary
Knowlton was made genera! man for a few moments your interest 1859, states that the steamer
was continued to next Tuesday
ager.
in the new 1957 car you are driv- Sanford was compelled to suspend
when Judge Strout took the caso
The next year, the Union Steam ing as you glance down the beau- all operations on December 26th
under advisement.
boat Company was started as an tiful still waters of the Egg- of that year on account of early
Graisbary testified that he had
opposition line to the Forest City moggin Reach. Its panorama of ice conditions in the Penobscot
nothing to drink. He told the
Company.
Their first boat was evergreen bordered shores and River. The winter of 1899 was an
court thc car he was driving was
the Emita and at a later date stilled waters shows no evidence icy winter, an dthe steamer Sc
strange to him and had stalled.
they put on their second steam ot what was once the steamboat bascodegan was the only PenobBeal offered to push him and the
boat. the Cadet. Late the Union gateway to the 6est from the busy scot Bay steamer that did not
j bumpers locked when Beal ceased
Steamboat Company changed its cities of the Pencbscot Bay area, miss a trip through the entire
, to push after the Graisbary car
name to the Star Line Steamboat
The year 1895, the foamy wake winter on account of ice.
' started again.
Company.
B. J. Willard. Port- of steamboats crossed and re-,
(To Be Continued)
Both charges had been eontinJ ued to Friday morning from Mon
the United States and whose first day morning pending the return
Man a man sees his duty, but
"Faith of Our
requisite is the abolition of reli of results of a blood test taken by
can't find anyone who will do it.
gion based on Karl Marx com Beal.
Fathers" Camden
munistic manifesto.
So called liberal educators, who
Rotary Subject
Clinton Ginn of Stockton Springs
debunk American history and pleaded guilty to operating an
Jason Westerfield, Camden Ro- heroes, received his sharp re.
overloaded truck on a posted
tarian, spoke to his own club buke.
I highway and paid a fine of $10 and

Tuesday

in

the

Congregational

Pariah House.

He was introduced by Capen Ab

J k choosing a family monu|ment. your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfactirn
through our wide selection of Rock
of Arcs family monuments. Each is
backed bv a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks

,

bott.
He chose as his subject
"Faith Of Our Fathers” and gave
an address on American patriot
ism with special reference to
great landmarks, the Mayflower
Compact. The Declaration of Inde
pendence and The Constitution.
He stated that these documents
were drafted either ',‘in the name
of God" or ‘‘for the glory of God"
and drew a parallel between them
and the books of the Old Testa
ment.
He also discussed "The Meaning
Of Thc Flag” and showed that it
had a different meaning to many
persons.
He decried the drinking of vodka
cocktails with persons whose aim
appears to be the destruction of

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Fish and Gamers
Joseph A.

Talbot of the Me

gunticook Fish & Game Associa

tion gave a talk on the outdoors
at the Camden Lions meeting thia
week. He cited several projects
of the Association, among which
6
are Pheasant raising and stocking
of streams and lakes. They hope
to replace the dams at Coleman

' $6 costs.
He was stopped Thursday by
' state police on Old County road in
, Thomaston. Police charged that
he was driving a truck with a
Monday — .March 18
gross weight of 24.970 pounds on
Cushing
a road posted for 16,000.
7 p. m. at Consolidated School.
A charge of possession of four
Rockport
short lobsters brought against
7 p. m. at Town Hall.
Raymond Rackliff of South Thom
Town meeting supper at Ma aston by coastal wardens was con
sonic Temple.
tinued another 10 days by Judge
Strout.
Washington
The charge alleged Rackliff, a
9 a. m. at Town House.
lobster dealer, had committed the
Monday — .March 25
violation Sept. 23, 1956. A guilty
Thomaston
finding then had been appealed
7.30 p. m. at Watts Hall.
to Superior Court and was dis
It would take a lot more than missed in February because of a
a hearing aid lor some people to faulty warrant.
A new warrant was taken out
hear that low. small voice of con
and the finding has been contin
science.
ued since last month by Judge

Town Meeting
Calendar

Strout.

and Pitcher Ponds this year in or
der to help the alewives run at
Ducktrap and to help the wild
fowl find suitable nesting areas.
Also it is hoped these dams
would bring back brook trout to
Ducktrap and possibly induce At
lantic salmon to go up the stream.
It was announced that next week
would be known as “Wild-life
Week.
“The Singing Lions” consisting
of Bob Laite, Aubrey Young. Ken
Libby, Dick Moody and Lester
Gross, gave a few well known se
lections.
It was also announced that Lion
jenness Keller would fill out the
unexpired term of Harold Gilbert
as director.
a guest of the evening was BilJ
Brooks of Ducktrap.
The long awaited Havana cigars
from Lion Parker Stone
jrarrjVed and were distributed by
another proud father. Lion Bob
Laite. Next week Bob will do the
honors with another box of good
Havana cigars,
The charity fund rummage sale
has been advanced from April 18
to April 25.
____________

and son Robert returned to their
home on Tuesdaj- after spending
the winter in Brooksville. Florida.
Mrs. Bridges’ mother. Mrs. Annie
Pease, who has been visiting
them for the past month accom
panied them home.
Harold Leland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Leland of West
Street, is taking basic tiaining at
Camp Lackland, San Antonio.
Texas.
« Mrs. Edith Overlock entertained
the Try-To-Help Club at her home
on Monday evening.
The group
will not meet next Mcnday eve
ning. because of T w Meeting
Mrs. Rita Norwood wid entertain
the club on Monday evening
March 25.
The Thimble Club met at the
home of Mrs. Evelyn Cr ckett or
Tuesday.
The table decorations
and favors were in keeping with
St. Patrick's Day; also each
member wore something green.
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell will enter
tain the group next Tuesday.
The Methodist Church will hold
their quarterly conference on
Sunday at 2 p. m.

MIncomeCheck
for you
every month!
• for your retirement
• for your bill paying
On request, we’ll prepare an investment
program designed io meet ybur
personal investment objectives of
a relatively generous monthly in
come from an investment bv you of
$3,900. $6,000, $10,000 or more.

This is not an Insurance Program,
it is a diversified investment
program which, although it can’t
assure achievement of your
objective, does spread the risk
present in all investments.
Just fill out and mail this coupon.
There is no obligation on your part.

SHARP SAWS

FIELD Baled Hay for sale. $25
CUT FASTER - LAST LONGER
ton in barn; also 1938 Chevrolet
We re-tooth, joint, gum and
WARREN Tel. CRestwd 3 2981 2-dr.. R&H nearly new tires, sharpen
all types of saws by
Circular
saws,
CAMDEN
Tel. 2151 good condition. 125 : 200 lb. machinery.
Mushroom anchor with 35 ft. \
heavy mill m»wr fitted. Wood
Knox-Linroln-Waldo Counties
working knives ground. Lawn
1-8-tt galvanized chain and shackles,
$45.
LESTER MERRILL. South
mowers sharpened.
Hope, Maine. Tel. STate 5-2578.
VILLAGE SAW SHOP
33*35
I
OF
J
h .dMMn ut Du*
HORACE W. ROBINSON
NEWLY Finished Apt. to let.
Camden
Central heat.
Stove and refrig. I Tannery Lane
33*35
Apply to ELMER GOFF, Union.
, 33-35

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3103

I am intensted in investing $
in a monthly income program.
:\'cw_____
Addr,,, '

Ctt* A Slatt_

Mrs. Helena Kinney, town clerk,
announces that she will not be
a candidate for re-election at
Monday’s town meeting.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Lewis Bridges

A. B. COLLINS
CAMDEN — MAINE
TEL. CEdar 6-3243

13-343
——

Page Poor
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THE CITY MANAGER REPORTS ON

jlttenb IJour

ACTIVITIES OF THE SEVERAL

Clnitdi

DEPARTMENTS FOR FEBRUARY
St. John the Baptist Episcopal1
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com-i
munion every Sunday at 8 a, m.,1
Building Inspection
preceded by morning prayer at!
The report of the building in-,
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every1
spector indicates eight permits
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first
issued during the month for a to
Sunday of the month. Morning
tal valuations of $10,200.
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents, J
Fire Department
The Fire Department report lor children. A warm invitation is'
the month shows a total of 31 extended to everyone to attend
alarms of which 11 were fires in this service. Communion break-,
buildings, two were brush or grass fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at
fires, one was a miscellaneous Knox Hotel.
outdoor fire, four were vehicle
• • •
fires in the streets. There were
Worship services for members
10 rescue or emergency calls, jf The Church of Christ will be
Tax Collection Department
three training calls. Fire loss conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in
The Tax Collector’s report shows
for the month is estimated at $71. Grand Army Hall, on Llmerock
an outstanding balance for taxes
street. Evangelist Dwalne Evans
Police De port men t
at the end of the month of’
The Police Department report if Augusta will lead. All visitors
$55,267.47, $13,367.31 having been
welcome.
collected during the month on the shows 23 arrests for the month,
current year’s taxes. $3 on prior consisting of one case of assault;
St. Bernard’s Rockland, Sunday ,
year's taxes, and $11.17 on abate one burglary; 10, drunkenness;
Masses,
8 and 11 a. m. St. James* i
two,
larceny-robbery;
nine,
traffic
ments: $27 was assessed on sup
Twenty convictions I'homaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
plemental taxes during the month. violations.
Jood Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.;
Excise taxes collected during were obtained f-om the 23 arrests
There were 14 motor vehicle ac- lonfcssions at St. Bernard’s, SatFebruary amounted to $25,097.48
trday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily'
and interest, fees, costs, etc., were cidents during the month involving
4asa at 6.45 a. m.
four
cases
of
bodily
injury
and
$305 93.
• • •
The Treasurer's report shows a $2430 in property damage.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church:
Twenty doors were found un
cash balance at the beginning of
locked at night and 29 investiga trder of Services: Parish Comthe month of $66,569.62.
nunion and Sermon, 930 a. m.;
Received from the tax collector, tions were made.
omniunion
Breakfast,
1030;
Engineering Department
$38 .773.72; received from liens
hurch School, 11.00. Weekdays,
The report of the city engineer
$242.58; parking meter receipts.
shows his usual varied services lass, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri$869 56; parking fines, $167.
Receipts from the Community to the Public Works Department, ay at 730 a m., Wednesday,
a. m.
Building, $803.05; licenses, per the city manager, the Planning

City Manager Allen notes in his
monthly report to the City Council
that the Highway Department un
der Superintendent Harold Halligan spent more time in February
patching streets and doing sewer
line work than removing snow and
ice from the streets. One can real
ize that some kind of a record has
been established in looking back
to Februarys of the past when
street crews have fought storm
after storm to keep traffic rolling.
Mr. Allen's full report of the
month's activities of the several
municipal departments follows:

mits, fees, etc., $715.15; and other
receipts of $696.99; for a total
cash available of $108,837.87.
Paid out in warrants during the
month was $70,887.12. leaving a
balance at the end of the month
of $37,950.75.
Records Department

The Records Department report
indicates one regular and one
special Council meeting held dur
ing the month and three hearings
on commitments.
Two publications of one ordi
nance notice and a zoning hearing
notice were made.
Thirty city licenses and 131
state licenses were issued.
Fifty-five

recordings

of

vital

statistics were made, consisting
of 30 births, five marriages, and
20 deaths, and there were 155 mis
cellaneous recordings.
Vital statistical records issued
numbered 47 and the city received
in fees for this work $715.15 and

the state received
licenses, $355.50.

from

state

Department; locations of sewer lo
cations an1' street boundaries; and
considerable time was consumed
in locating property boundaries
in the vicinity of the airport.
He made a survey of the drain
age systems south of Park street
from Walnut street to the brook
and is making a survey of outdoor
toilets located throughout the city,
to be used in conjunction with fu
ture sewer plans.
Iblblic Works Department

The Public Works Department
report show-s that spring is defl
nitely on the way inasmuch as
more man hours and truck hours
were expended on repairing and
patching streets than were expend
ed on snow removal. It has been
the policy of the Department to
try to keep up with the spring
breakup and results so far have
been very gratifying.
Sewer maintenance continues to
take considerable amount of time

Letters of Administration with th'
Will annexed be issued to Julia H
PROBATE NOTICES
Drury of Winthrop, Massachu
STATE OF MAINE
setts, or some other suitable per
To all persons interested in son, without bond.
either of the estates hereinafter
ESTATE CHARLES S. 8WET1
named:
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti ’
At a Probate Court held at tion for license to sell certain rea’ |
Rockland, in and for the County estate situated in Rockland an
of Knox, on the nineteenth day fully described in said petition
of February, in the year of our presented by C. Snow Hall o
Lord one thousand nine hundred Rockland, Administrator d. b. n.
and fifty-seven, and by adjourn
ARTHUR A. PHILBROOK lat<
ment from day to day from the
nineteenth day of said February. of Matinicus, deceased. Will an<
The following matters having Petition for Probate thereof ask
been presented for the action ing that said Will may be proved
thereupon hereinafter indicated it and allowed and that Letter
Testamentary issue to Static
is hereby ORDERED:
Philbrook of Matinicus, she bein
That notice thereof be given to the Executrix named therein
all persons interested, by causing without bond.
a copy of this order to be pub
ESTATE NELLIE MAY THAY
lished three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a news ER late of Vinalhaven, deceased
paper published at Rockland, in Petition for Administration askin;
said County, that they may ap that Joseph F. Headley of Vina,
pear at a Probate Court to be haven or some other suitable per
held at said Rockland on the son be appointed administrator
nineteenth day of March. A. D. without bond.
ESTATE RALPH T. GILLIS
1957 at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see late of North Haven, deceased
Petition for Administration askin;
cause.
that Elmer L. Carver of Nort!
RALPH T. GILLIS late of North Haven, or some other suitabli
Haven, deceased. Will and Peti person be appointed administra
tion for Probate thereof asking tor, without bond.
that said Will may be proved and
ESTATE LESTER H. ELWEL1
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Neil Burgess of late of St. George, deceased. Firs
North Haven, he being the Execu and Final Account presented fo
tor named therein, without bond. allowance by Agnes C. Elwell
Executrix.
MYRTIE M. MESSER late of
ESTATE NORA MAY JONE!
Union, deceased.
Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking also known as MAY N. JONE.
that said Will may be proved and late of St. George, deceased. Pet.
allowed and that Letters Testa tion for Administration asking
mentary issue to Annabelle Mes that Maurice Jones of St. George
ser of Union, she being the Execu or some other suitable person b
Administrator,
with
trix named therein, withqyit bond. appointed
bond.
LELAND S. McELWEE late of
ESTATE THOMAS E. RAD
Union, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking j FORD late of St. George, de
that said Will may be proved and ceased. Petition for Administra
allowed and that Letters Testa tion asking that Stanley T. Mai
mentary issue to Virginia S. Mc- tel of Milford, New Hampshire
Elwee of Union, she being the or some other suitable person b
Executrix- named therein, without appo.nted administrator, w i 11
bond.
bond.
ESTATE EDWIN E. KEIZEI
ETHEL M. SHELDON late of
Stonington. Connecticut, deceased. late of Thomaston, deceased
Exemplified copy of Will and Pro Petition for Administration asking
bate thereof, together with Peti that Kenneth D. Feyler of Thom
tion for Probate of Foreign Will ) aston, or some other suitable pel
asking that the copy of Said Will son be appointed adm.nistrator
may be allowed filed and recorded without bond.
ESTATE THOMAS T McKIN
in the Probate Court of Knox
County, and that Letters Testa NEY late of Rockland, deceased.
mentary be issued to Henry H. Petition for Administration asking
Langworthy of Old Lyme, Muriel that Frank E. McKinney of Rock
L. Wheeler and Howard
E. Itfnd or some other suitable per
Crouch, both of Stonington, all in son be appointed administrator
the State of Connecticut, without without bond.
bond.
ESTATE ETHEL M. MacCAUS
STEPHEN A.
STDELINGER LAND late of South Thomaston
late of Melrose, Massachusetts, deceased. First Account present
deceased.
Exemplified copy of ed for allowance by Ethel H. God
Will and Probate thereof, together frey, Executrix.
with Petition for Probate of
ESTATE ETHEL M. MacCAUSForeign Will asking that the copy LAND late of South Thomaston,
of said Will may be allowed filed deceased.
Petition for distribu
and recorded in the Probate Court ! tion presented by Ethel H. God
of Knox County, and that Letters frey, Executrix.
Testamentary be issued to-Miriam
WITNESS, Charles F. Dwinal,
S. Lewis of Melrose, Massachu Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
setts, without bond.
for
Knox
County,
Rockland.
ESTATE ARTHUR S. HAR Maine.
Attest:
WOOD late of Hope, deceased.
THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
Will and Petition for Probate
Register.
thereof asking that isald Will may
27*8*$3
ba proved aad allowed and that
LEGAL NOTICES

»

•

•

will be entertained at the home
of Miss Priscilla Staples,
• • •
Sunday worship at the Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church will
be at 10.30. Rev. Merle Conant
will preach on the theme “Christ
and the Holy Spirit.” Anne Davis
will play “Prelude in Eb” by
Schwab,” “O Taste and See” by
MacFarren, and "Postludc in Eb”
by Batiste. The choir will sing
the anthem “Blessed Are the
Merciful" by Hiles. and Mr. DeGroff will sing "The Beatitudes"
by Malotte. The Church School
will meet at 11 o'clock for the
study of the Bible. The Youth
Fellowship meets at 5 o.clock for
worship, business and a program.
Virginia Chatto is the counsellor.
The Boy Scouts will meet on
Monday night at 7 o’clock with
Harold Whitehill serving as Scoutmaster. No Bible group will be
held this week. The Kola Klub
"ill meet on Thursday night for
business and a program.
The
junior choir will meet on Friday
afternoon at 3 o’clock for their
weekly rehearsal.
Anne Davis
will be in charge. The senior
choir session Friday night at 7
o’clock. Dr. DeGroff will conduct.

The South Thomaston Methodist
Church will hold its worship serv
ice at 3 o’clock. Rev. Merle Con
ant will preach on the subject
"Christ and the Holy Spirit." AU
members of the parish are invited
to support this service. The
Church School meets at 2 o'clock
with Mr. Conant conducting the
opening devotions.
• • •

The Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
lighland Street pastor, George
A’oodward: Church School at 10
a. m.. preaching at 11 a. m., eve
ning preaching at 7 p. m., and
Wednesday evening prayer servThe fact that the man of God’s
-ce at 7 p m.
creating is not at the mercy of
• • •
accidents, chance, or discord of
At the First Universalist Church any kind will be emphasized at
;he regular service of worship Christian Science services Sunday.
will be held at 11 a. m. Sunday. Scriptural readings in the LessonRev. William J. Robbins will Sermon on "Substance” will in
preach on the topic “When clude the account of Paul’s heal
.he Ice
Goes Out.”
Mem ing of Eutychus "who fell down
bers of the Church School, from the third loft, and was taken
Sam Collins, superintendent, will up dead” (Acts 20:7-12). The
attend the opening part of this Golden Text is from Ecclesiastes
service before going to their (3.14); "I know that, whatsoever
classes for study.
God doeth, it shall be for ever:
Appointments for the week in nothing can be put to it, nor any
clude the following: Monday at 7 thing taken from it.”
Sunday
p. m., meeting of Boy Scout services at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday
Troop 203; Tuesday at 7-15 p. m., School at 10.30 a. m.; Wednesday
rehearsal of the choir at 10 Clare night services at 7.30.
» • «
mont street. On Wednesday the
Tonian Circle meets at the home
At the Congregational Church,
of Mrs. Pauline Schofield, and on Rev. Charles R. Monteitn, pastor,
Thursday the Fireside Fellowship morning worship at 10.40. The
-■ ■ ■
—
■pastor will preach on “A Layman
and the cieating of storm drains Makes History.”
The senior
ind culverts through freezing and Choir will present an anthem and
thawing weather also being time the Teeners the offertory. Mrs.
consuming.
Considerable main- Howard Rollins is organist and
‘-enanee work has been done with Lewis Pendleton choir director,
the installations at the airport Church School classes will conmd also at the City Building.
j vene at 9 for four year olds
The Welfare Department report through high school, and at 10.30
shows a decrease of one person for two year olds through grade 9.
with 104 persons receiving aid at At 3.30, the Christian Education
he end of February.
Committee will meet at the par
Of these. 95 were receiving full sonage. The Comrades of the
relief an'1 nine receiving supple Way will meet at the church at
mental relief.
6.30, with Rev. Stanley B. Hyde,
There was one institutional speaker. The fourth in a series
case, eight inmates at the City of Sunday evening discussions will
Farm, and 182 cases receiving aid be held at 8 o'clock in the church.
to dependent children.
Appointments for the week in
clude. Monday, Girl Scout Troops
Public Library
The library report for the 7, 15 at 3; and Boy Scout Troop
month shows a total of 4009 books 206 at 7; Tuesday, Girl Scout
oaned during the month, 82 Troops 1, 2. at 3; and at 7.30 the
books added to the bookstock, 178 Girl Scout Leaders °< Rockland;
books withdrawn, and the total Wcdnesday' choir rehearsals for
bookstock at the end of the month I the Teeners at O'30 a"d tbe senio'’
Choir at 7; Thursday, the Odds
was 25 207 volumes.
and Ends will meet at 7.30; Fri
day, the Junior Choir resumes re
LEGAL NOTICES
hearsals at 3.30.
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
• • •
I, THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Register of Probate for the Coun
ty of Knox, in the State of Maine, Church: Church School will meet
hereby certify that in the follow for study at 9.45 a. m. Sunday;
ing estates the persons were ap
morning worship will be conduct
pointed administrators, executors,
•uardians and conservators and ed at 11 a. m. The adult choir
will bring special music and the
on the date hereinafter named.
MAUDE HIBBERT late of pastor will be preaching on the
Washington, deceased. February sermon subject ’’The Wastefulness
5. 1957, Donald S. Hibbert of Fal- of Love.” Carol Choir will re
mouth. Cumberland County, was ,____» «
.
appointed Executor without bond. hear8e at 515 P’ m’: pastor 8 ,n'
MALCOLM MORIARTY late of! struct,on clasa wiU be held at 5 30
Cushing, deceased. February 19. 1
ni*
^he Lend-A-Hand class1957. Annie M. Davis of Cushing room; Junior B.Y.F. will meet at
was appointed Executrix, without 6 p. m. in the vestry; Senior
bon<1’
| B.Y.F. will meet at 6 p. m. in the
John A. THOMPSON late of Fidelis Classroom.
Rockland, deceased. February 19. I _ „„ ... ...
....
1957. Carrie B. Thompson of
Tr°°P 243 wi” meet Monda>’ ln
Rockland was appointed Admini ■ 4be veslry al 6.30 p. m.; prayer
dratrix, without bond.
hour is on Tuesday at 7 p. m.;
CHRISTIAN KANGAS late of a briefbusiness meeting of the
Rockland.
deceased.
February church will be held Tuesday fol19. 1957. Aino G. Kangas of Rock- Iowing the
„h
land was appointed Administra- I . .
.
trix. with the Will annexed, and Ch°‘r wlU rebearse on Tuesday at
qualified by filing bond on same I 3 P- ***•• *be hoard of trustees of
day.
the church will meet Wednesday
RALPH L. CLARK late of at 7 p. m. in the vestry and the
Rockland, deceased. February 19, Church Missionary Society will
1957. Anna F. Clark of Rockland hold . sunn.
, ..
was
Administratrix.
4 * "UPPer meetln« at the
was annoin.cd
appointed,
church
on
Thursday
at
6.30
p. m
without bond.
ETTA B WALL late of St. The Fid,'lls Class and the World
George, deceased.
February 19, i
1957, Joseph T. Simmons of St.
George was appointed Executor,
and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
DODGE • PLYMOUTH
WILBUR R. YOUNG late of
COMPLETE
REPAIR SERVICE
Camden, deceased. February 19,
1957. Helen M. Leonard of Cam- i
Pint Choice Used Can
den was Executrix, without bond.
Attest:
TEL. 726
ROCKLAND
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
BT. 1, NEW COUNTY BD.
Register.
104-tf
27*8*33

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Wide Guild are invited to be pres
ent. Mrs. Elmer Bentley will be
the speaker and will show pictures
of a recent tour of American Bap
tist Mission Stations. The public
is invited to be present to hear
Mrs. Bentley at 7.30 p. m.
• •
At Owls Head Baptist Church:
Morning worship Sunday at 8.45
a. m.; church school, 10 a. m.;
B.Y.F., 6 p. m. and prayer hour
Thursday at 7.30 p. m.

Starting Sunday morning at the
Church of the Nazarene there will
be a series of five sermons on the
Miracles of Jesus as recorded by
Luke, under the general heading
of "Power For Every Need." The
first message will be "Brought
Back from the Dead.” The Sun
day School starts at 9.45 a. m. The
morning worship is at 11 o’clock
The Young People's Meeting is at
6 p. m. The evening service is at
7 o’clock, and the sermon will be
"King Herod—More Mighty Than
the Almighty.”
The mid-week
prayer meeting is Wednesday at 7
o'clock. Caravan groups will meet
at their appointed times and
places.
• • •
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints I Mormon) holds
services each Sunday morning in
the Grand Army Hall at 10 a. m.
All are welcome.

the chubch

FOB ALL . . .
AU FOB THE CHUBCH

East Liberty

The Church is the greatest factor on earth tor the budding of
character and good citizenship ft
«s a storehouse of spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive
There are four sound
reasons why every person should
attend services regularly and sup
port the Church. They are (1,
F°’h‘s own sake
(2) For hts
children s sake. (3) For the sake
ol his community and nation «;
For the sake ol the Church itselt.
which needs his moral and ma
terial support
Plan to go to
church regularly and read your
Bible daily.

Our verdict had been given. With a word of com
mendation the Judge discharged us, the ladies and
gentlemen of the jury. The completed duty brought
little relief. Instead there was a burden, a spiritual
weight. Days of testimony and hours of deliberation
had given an oppressive sense of the world’s sin
and suffering.
The door of my church was open and I slipped
inside. I was alone as the rays of the setting sun
enhanced the rich colors of the windows. All was
quiet. I dropped to my knees.
Gradually in the solemn beauty of that sacred
place I found peace. Here was sanctuary for me and
for all who would come in faith believing.
Thankfully I arose; my heart and mind felt calm
and refreshed. I could go home now, but I would
return often. In glad fellowship with God's people
I would worship the Christ who died that men
might be forgiven.

Ida Q. McLain
Correspondent

The South Montville Extension
Group met with Mrs. Verna Con
don in Searsmont Tuesday. There
were 18 members present.
A
large box of sweets was prepared
and packed to be sent to the Vet
erans' Hospital in Togus.
Stanley Doling spent several
days in Boston the past week.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Quigg
and son Richard were Sunday call
ers of their aunt, Ida McLain.
Mrs. Ruby Adams, who spent
some time in Danvers. Mass., car
ing for the home of her daughter,
Mrs. William Kershaw while she
is confined to the hospital by ill
ness, returned home Sunday. She
was accompanied by her grand
daughter, Melody Kershaw.
Leroy Davis visited his sister.
Mrs. Bernice Haskell in Sidney
Wednesday.

Day
Book Chapter Varses
Sunday . . Psalms
62
1-12
Monday
Isaiah
I
1-20

Copyright 1957, Keister Ad,

Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men’s and Boys’ ’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES

Martinsville

Clark Island

MARJORIE HUPPER
Correspondent

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Attends Luncheon

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Mrs. Mildred Pierson, who is
visiting in New York City with
her daughter, Mrs. T. Edwartl
Karlsson and family, was a guest
at the 31st Annual Luncheon of
the Women’s National Republican
Club on March 9th at the Wal
dorf Astoria. The Club’s annual
award for Distinguished Political
Service was presented to former
President Herbert Hoover for his
years of inspired service to the
party.
The principal speaker at the
luncheon was Sinclair Weeks of
Massachusetts, Secretary of Com
merce. who defined “Modern Re
publicanism” under the Eisen
hower Administration and out
lined the gains made under Re
publican leadership.
Mrs. Pierson also attended the
National Gift Show at the Hotel
New Yorker in the interest of the
Pierson Gift Shop, and is enjoy
ing visits with friends in the New
York area.

WEST WASHINGTON
Lawrence Slattery and son
James of Leicester, Mass., and
Ernest Morrison of Cherry Valley,
Mass., were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Charles Baker is a patient at
Augusta General Hospital; Mis.
Earl Ward also entered the Au
gusta hospital Monday.
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs Myra
Cooley and Mrs. Catherine Well
man were in Augusta Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Bartlett
were in Palermo to attend the fu
neral of Mrs. Freda Priest Friday.

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

TEL. 3

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

Studebaker, Packard and Willyn
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET------- 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

a

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE

-

WALTER MORSE

REAL ESTATE

“FLOWERS”

Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE

U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

THOMASTON - MAINE

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

STARR BROS., INC.

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

Clothing and Shoes

RICHARDSON'S
THOMASTON

SENTER - CRANE S
A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE
Rockland, Maine

SERVICE

G. H. ASTON & SONS

W. C. LADD AND SONS

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Rome Appliances
THOMASTON

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

INSURANCE

Rockland, Maine

REED'S WOOD SHOP
____ Come In and Look Around
ROUTE 1

,

SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

Trout Your Hom* To
Top Performance
LSharp, clear TV Images; static
Ifree radio reeeptloa . . . these
L watching aad listening pleasures
fare youra when you rely oa as
' for prompt, efficient service
yaad repair*.

Richards

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 800

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

SALES and SERVICE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline. Range, Fuel Oils
Utility-Gas and Appliances

FROST & WILKINS, INC.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

I Rad io - Television
[I0T MAIN ST.
kDay Phoao U1

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and
Home Ownership Since 1888

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaults and Septic Tanks
485 Old County Rd.
Phone 1439

Tuesday-Thunday-Saturday

Pip mi
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
FOUR WARREN 4-H CLUBS

Sewing Graduates
New Teaching

JOIN IN PARENTS' NIGHT
The Gorges Valley Boys, War Nancy Norwood at the piano;
ren; Wonder Workers, Dilligent Gracie Lehto, piano solo; Mary
Dozen and the White Oak 4-H Helen Hancock and Linda Parent,
Packing a Lunch; Nancy Spear
Clubs all joined together to have
and Grace Lehto, Table Setting;
their parents night recently.
Nancy Starrett, Modeling a Jump
Sixty-three parents and mem er.
bers were present. The following
The Dilligent Dozen: Daphne
program was presented by the Teague and Patty Norwood, Squar
clubs.
ing a Piece of Cloth and How to
State Club son; Flag Salute, 4-H Make A Luncheon Set; Petty Henry
club pledge in song.
and Diane Smith, Measuring Flour
The Georges Valley Boy*: Tom and Shortening with water.
mie Richards and Dana Gammon.
The White Oak: Linda Stimpson,
Tying a Bowline; Ivan Hill and Threading a Sewing Machine; The
Clarence York, Crown a Rope End; Whole Club, song: Jean Kiegel,
Teddy Hill and Norman Hill, Hal June Stimpson and Rae Ingraham,
ter Tie; Charles York and Charles Sprinkling and Ironing and Folding
Sodergren, Sheep Shank Knot: Al a Shirt; Cary Moody, Needle Hold
den Overlock and Arthur Henry, er; Kathy Wyllie, How to Make a
Slip Knot; Billy Moody and David Reed Basket.
Wyllie, Square and Granny Knot.
Closing the program, all the
The Warren Wonder W’orkers: clubs joined in singing. From the
Nancy Starrett and Nancy Nor First Hill to the Last Goodbv.
wood, Salad Making; Diane Lunde,
Refreshments were served by the
Stuffed Eggs; Elaine Golden with PTA.

By Henry Teague

The insistence of the proponents
of the poultry promotional tax to
push it clear through to the Maine
Legislature may well kill such a
tax for all time.
From a psy
chological angle, hardly a worse
year could have been chosen, for
independent poultrymen are, and
have been ’for some time, in no
mood to add to their financial
burdens.

At the time the poultry groups
constituting the Maine Poultry
Improvement
Association
first
voiced their opposition to the tax
by a vote of seven to two,
opposition
was
definite
but
there was no evidence of ill
will.
Attempts to push through
the tax by a part of the commit
tee and various proponents in
cluding
some
dressing
plant
operators, has fostered a resent
ment among the poultrymen that
has grown through the months.
A hearing on the bill which is
now in the hands of the Taxation
Committee of the Maine Legisla
ture is expected either March 20
or 27. If all the poultrymen who
are now planning to attend this
hearing shew up in Augusta there
will hardly be a hall there large
enough to hold them. There will
be a group favoring the bill there
too. It is an expensive process.
The question may often asked:
Why are the independent poultrymen so strongly against this tax?
Many’ obvious reasons have been I
offered. But there may vfell be
underlying causes that go much
deeper. While the dressing plants
of Maine operate huge flocks of

8. C. Committeemen Chosen

Grange Corner

In Home Areas

Weymouth Grange

Extension clothing leaders from
six communities have attended a

4-H Club Doings

series of workshops conducted by
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, home

By Loana Shihles—4-H
Club Agent

demonstration agent at the Farns
worth Museum in Rockland. Mrs.

Esther Gross, county clothing lea

der has assisted Mrs. Folsom at
the classes.

Camden

The Sub-Teeners and the Sea
Included in the meeting have
side recently were hostesses to
their mothers and Mrs. Shibles. been demonstrations of pattern and
The meeting was opened by sing fabric selection, fitting the pattern

ing, "’God Bless America."
Mrs. Dorothy Mitchell intro
duced the members of the SubTeeners and each one modeled an
article of clothing which she had
made. The narrators were Mar
tha Libby, and Susan Masalin.
Mrs. Lucinda Waterman gave a
report on the progress of the girls
of the Seaside Club.
Mrs. Alice Buck called on
Janice brown who demonstiated.
“Two Ways To Break An Egg.”
Mary Connell and Dianne Cotta
showed how to make Waldorf
Salad.
The second and third year sew
ing girls modeled some article of
clothes they had made.
Mrs. Loana S. Shibles explained j
the changes that had been made
in patterns, using Linda Barker
broilers, they also are buyers of as a model she showed how to
fowl from the egg producers.
measure when buying a pattern.
When a flock of hens is ready
North Nobleboro
for market, the reason is usually
In observance of National 4-H
that this flock has become un week, the Busy Farmers put on a
profitable to its owner. Another
program at the Nobleboro Grange
reason may he that a flock of
Hall jointly with tjie Kiddie Hook
pullets must be housed and the ers. The program was as follows:
old birds must go to market. This
A Model Meeting; Richard Cun
creates a forced sale situation
ningham. talk on tractor engines;
which definitely favors the buyer.
Wayne Little, “How To Feed A
This means that there are three
Calf;” Ronnie Spear, accordion
possibilities for disagreement, on
solo; Bobby Spear and Madelyn
quality, weight and price per
Cunningham read the history of
pound.
each club.
As far as quality and average
Rockland
weight are concerned, the seller
Florence Boyington, acting sec
is apt to be above the buyer in
retary of the Silver Thimble, rehis opinion. Nevertheless the
blouses at their
seller has little choice. He may ports theymade
Munsey
shop around which does not work lastmeeting. Elizabeth
made fudge.
out too well in practice.

Let’s take the case of price
when a change in price is immi
nent. If the market is about to
fall, the dressing plant with supe
rior facilities for information
usually has the advantage and
shows little interest in buying un
til the market settles.
If the
market is about to rise, the buyer
can urge immediate sale and the
seller may lind the following day
that he has lost a profit which
he thinks should be his.
I am not implying that any
sales are other than legal, but I
am pointing out that the poultryman is in an unfavorable position
which can cause losses.
On top of this the independent
poultrymen believe the over ex
pansion of broilers has much to
do with their difficulties. Surplus
(Continued oa Page Seven!

jVf.

Owls Head

The Owls Head Chickadees vot
ed to make curtains for the com
munity room. This is to be their
community project. Plans were
made to sell candy on March 22
at the school. A judging contest
on “Good Grooming” was held
and the winner was Bonnie Dyer.
Washington
At the last meeting of the
Chickadees, Sally Johnston gave
a demonstration on, “Hemming a
Dress,” and Norma on “Basting.”
A general quiz was held on
table setting with all the girls par
ticipating.
On March 21 this club and the
Pine Tree Boys will join in a
safety meeting with a patrol offi
cer.
North Appleton

William Goldschmidt and Her
bert Butler won the wood contest.
It was voted to have parents’
night, March 19. Also, to make
Sunshine boxes during 4-H Week
for Roy Jackson, June Pease, Mr.
and Mrs. Plummer and Mrs.
Perry.

pat:-:::.

By lawrenee O'Dell

Weymouth
Grange
observed
Neighborhood Night Monday with
74 Grangers and guests present.
Visitors came from Owls Head,
Cape Elizabeth. Warren. Progres
sive, Pleasant Valley, Noblehoro,
Mt. Pleasant, Goodwill, Evening
Star. St. George and Wessawes
keag Granges.
The following program was
presented by the Granges:
Welcome. Earl Maxey. Wey
mouth;
piano selection, Ray
t
mond Jenkins. Warren, accom
panied by Wayne Starrett on the
electric guitar, Frank Crute,
electric guitar.
Reading. Nancy Benner, War
ren; reading, Luella Crockett,
Warren;
guitar solo, Chaney
'•
Ripley, Owls Head; guitar and
-.5 ef/'V.’J
harmonica duet, Chaney Ripley.
Trio, Elaine Genthner, Carroll
j
Genthner and Don Snowman;
Photo by Jaeger trio, Don Snowman, piano, CarTh(> |9j- officers of the Waldoboro Unit of M.B.C. include, from left to right: L. U. Rogers, Whitefield. Herbert Spear, North Waldoboro; Eben Haggett, Damariscotta Mills; Herbert Hawes, Union Mr. roll Genthner. violin, and Ealrl
Hawes is director and the others are committee heads for the different breeds of dairy cattle in this area. Maxey, drums.
| Ethel W’ooster, lecturer ol WesThe annual meeting of the Wal- showed a good butterfat percent- Jerry Pickard and Dick Talbot of
saweskeag Grange directed the
doboio unit of the Maine Dairy age. He has two daughters of this the Association discussed dairy games.
bull: one two year old flnishing a breeding.
Breeding Co-operative was held
The lecturer's march was won
lactation at 6S0 pound
of butt -l
Elected for the coming year
by Ernest Benner of Warren.
at White Oak Grange Hall in War
fat. another at 500.
was Director Herbert Hawes ol j
Refreshments were served after
ren. Tuesday.
I Manager Paul Brown shewed Union with committeemen, Her- , the meeting and followed by
Pi rector Herbert Hawes pre pictures of the hulls and noted belt Spear of Waldoboro, Jersey; j dancjng
; that, unlike some other associa- Eben Haggett of Damariscotta “'^Monday, a safety program
sided.
j
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Marjorie Cook, Isadora Banks.
_
,
„ . .. .. . „
Tenants Harbor; Mary Gurney,
Union; and Jean Laukka, Warren,
--------------------

Farm Machinery

Display Set For

Orono April 1-4
At least 12 manufacturers of
farm machlnery wilK display late

model

forage

harvesting

and

handling equipment during 59th

Anniversary

Farm

Week, April 1-4.

and

Home

The display will

be set up in the Fieldhouse as

an integral

part of the forage

Bull committee members rc- tions, the provings of Maine Coported and Eben Haggett noted operative bulls are on 2X milkthat the Golden-bulls daughters ings under farmer conditions.
were not only producing well but
County Agent Gil Jaeger, and

Wheldon To Speak

corps program.
On Time Saving
This showing of modern ma
chinery should be of particular in In Poultry Chores
terest to Farm and Home Week
The importance of time spent
visitors because most machinery
of this type has undergone many on poultry farm chores, chore
changes in design and improve- time standards, and the results of
ments in efficiency within the last time studies will be discussed at
few years.
the meeting of the Extenion Serv
Included in the list of machines ice at 7.45 p
on Tuesday at
to be displayed are mowing rakes.' the Waldoboro Municipal Building,
hay lakes, crushers and condi- Everyone’s welcome,
tioners,harvesters
and -field
Harry Wheldon.
Extension poulbalers, wagon loaders and un- try
specialist. University
oi
loaders, elevators, blowers and Maine, will talk on "How Long
driers. There will be an • oppci-- I For Chores?’’
Poultrymen will
tuflity for other related machinery be interested in the time they
to be displayed in the same area spend on chores. Most poulThe machinery will be grouped trytticn are doing their chores nt
by type instead of having a- sep- about the same time each day
arate display for each manu- r and therefore have little opporfacturer. Nathan Rich. David tunity to observe other poultryHuntington and Pierre Jutras all ni «n at Work.
Wheldon. in traveling around
of the University of Maine de
partment of agricultural engineer- the state, has had opportunities to
ing, have made arrangements to observe pen layouts and arrangehave representatives of the vari- ments.
Time studies have been
ous
machinery
manufacturer? made in co-operation with county
present, but theie will be no sales agents in Knox-Lincoln and Som
efforts planned in connection with erset Counties.
the display.
Chore time accounts for about
The Fieldhouse will be open to 85 per cent of the poultry manvisitors from 8 a. m. to 9
agement time.
Wheldon points
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April out that a poultryman has great2 and 3. and from 8 a. m. to 6.20 er control over labor costs than
p. m. on Thursday, the closing he does over the several other
day of 50th Anniversary Farm items which go into the producand Home Week.
tion of eggs. He can’t do much

Mills. Holstein; L. C. Rogers of
f(,ature a gtate Trooper from
Whitefield. Guernsey;
and
J.
the Thomaston Barracks with
George Birkett of Nobleboro. 1
movies and a talk.
Shorthorns.
Maple Grange
demonstration agent, will be con-I Mapl<‘ Gran«“ ‘“*tallad ’'d’-

about standard wages for poultry
‘“I
farm labor, but he can influence ducting family income meetings ™"y “
staff of Jefferson and Mr. and
the amount of labor required to on the following dates:
Mrs. Frederick Ross of Warren
produce a dozen eggs. With the
March
officiating.
necessity of and trend toward
20 Waldoboro
New officers are: Master Doro
larger poultry operations and in
21 Huntoon Hill
thy
Ross, Overseer Guy Ames,
crease in hired help, a poultry26 Nobleboro
Lecturer Mildred Ross, Steward
man’s labor efficiency is going to
27 Cushing
Harold Smith, Treasurer Doug
become increasingly important.
lass Ross.
April
Every step saved while water
Secretary Florence Smith, Chap
9 Jefferson
ing. fei-ding and egg gathering
lain
Laura Mank, Assistant Stew
10
Orff's
Corner
could mean added profits. How
ard Donald Ross, Gatekeeper
12
Camden. Senior
ever. if the time saved in doing
Frederick Carroll.
17 Rockport
chores are not transferred to
Ceres, Maude Mank; Pomona,
18 Hope
other usually neglected but im
Sara Robinson; Flora. Elisbeth
23 West Rockport
portant management practices,
Weaver; executive committee for
24 Thomaston
no advantages will be realized.
three years, Carleton Weaver.
26 Damariscotta

Family Income

Study Scheduled
For Extension
“Making the Most of the Famib’ Income is the subject of tho
spring agent meeting in Knox
and Lincoln Counties.
Included in the meeting are
recommendations
for
keeping
valuable family papers, how to
plan incomps so that goals may
be reached, and suggestions for
making the plan work.
Mrs. Pauline Lush, state homo
management specialist, conducted
the first meeting of the series on
March 12 at an all day meeting
with the Warren group,
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, home

Orff Puts New Incubator Into Service

Thomaston

Marylee
Benner called the
meeting of the Cheerful Home
makers to order. A judging con
test on good grooming was held.
They will meet again March 18.

7
8
14
15
16
17
21
22
23
21
28
29

Warren Grange
By Nancy Benner
Warren Grange met Tuesday
night with good attendance. The
Circle had a meeting at 4 o'clock
then a 6 o’clock supper was
served, after which the meeting
was held.
Fourteen
members
attended
Neighbors’ Night at Weymouth
Grange Monday.
Plans are being made for Hie
coming rummage sale.

May
Dresden
Camden, Junior
Walpole
Edgecomb
Burkettville
Boothbay
Vinalhaven
Warren Evening
Owls Head
Tenants Harbor
Whitefield
Sheepscott

Ocean View Grange

June
4 North Union
5 Bristol
7 Aina

Soil Conservation

Ocean View Grange meet Mon
day evening.
On March 28, the Acorn Grange
Degree Team will confer the third
and fourth degrees on candidates.
Limerock Valley Pomona

By Elroy H. Gross

The Knox-Lincoln Soil Conscr-1
vation District supervisors held
their regular monthly meeting at
Roy Brown’s residence, Monday
evening. Among the topics taken
up were:
Clint Harriman, chairman, to
complete the narrative part Qf the
supervisors annual report and
bave it typed for distribution,
(Continued on Page Six)

St. George Grange was host to
Limerock Valley Pomona last Saturday with an afternoon and evening program.
Greetings were extended by
Master Skoglund of St. George
with thc response by Mrs. Effie
Dyer of Owls Head.
Megunticook won the prize for
having the greatest number of lecturers present at the meeting
(Continued on Page Six)

Martinsville

The newly formed club chose
for their name, "Little Cookies.’’
Officers are as follows. President,
Cheryl Stone; vice president,
Deborah
Cushman;
secretary,
Cathy Field; treasurer, Brenda
Stanley; reporter, Pauline McBrine.
Flag bearer, Sharon Cushman;
cheerleader, Linda Davis, Marsha
Wall, Betty Cushman: song lead
ers,
Lorraine
Stanley,
Carol
Hatch.

New bread puddings—something less raisins, % cup sugar H tsp.
quite fruitful is happening to the salt, H tsp. cinnamon,
tsp. alllongtime favorite dessert. Here spice’
.....

The Appleton Boosters held a
banquet for the parents during
National 4-H Week. A covered
cream and cake
rvi'd

by

the

Rhubarb Bread rudding

W

members.

the
up afterwards.

Doris Jackson gave a demonstration on "How To Cut a Bias;’’
Cynthia Moody, “How To Pleat a
Skirt; “Lois Goldschmidt, “How
To Sew a Fell Seam."
St George

The third meeting of the St.
Georgettes was called to order by
the president, Sally Field. A dis
cussion was held to see if the
club wanted to meet at different
homes.
Beverly Cushman was
chosen as historian to save any
news items that might appear in
the paper. Palma Kilpinen and
Marjorie Banks will put on a demonstration. “How To Set a Table.”
Voted to go to the home economics
♦ (Continued on Page Sevan)

...

in common, a smooth basic bread
pudding, but each has an uncommon addit.on a fruit or combination of fruits to add better-thanever flavor and color to this dish.

Appleton

Here

.

new bread puddings have on thing

Three cups ti-in. soft bread
cubes. 1 quart diced rhubarb, %
cup sugar, '« cup chopped nuts, I

Put butter and milk into a one-

.
,
quart casserole. Place casserole
in a pre-beated oven (350 deg)
w.hile other insredientg are i*ing
measured. Combine beaten eggs.
toasted bread cubes, raisins, pe
cans, sugar, salt, cinnamon and
allspice. Add bread mixture to
m,lk in casserole. Bake in a modera,e over <35° deS> for 45 mln^e'd- ® servings.

Fig Padding
cup melted butter or marga
Kendall Orff checks the signal lights over the door of his new incubator. The lights signal the exact
Two and one-half cups soft
tsp. nutmeg, S tsp. cinna
operation of the unit at all times, A signal system in the home connects with the incubators and gives rine,
bread crumbs, 1 cup sugar. 1 tsp.
warning of anything wrong in the operation at the hatchery. While he uses commercial power for the mon.
hatchery, an auxiliary generating plant is kept in readiness should there he a power failure. Trays.of
Combine by
tossing together 8alt’ 2 tsp bak‘nS pow’,er’ 1 taPeggs ready for the incubator are in the foreground.
Photo by Cullen
lightly with two fork., soft bread cinnamon. 1 tsp nutmeg, H pound
of
electronic
controls
which
govern
Point.
Fred
Nord
of Friendship cubes, rhubarb, sugar, nuts, but- <8 Or ” d,led fi«’ chopp«d- » cup
Kendall Orff. Cushing hatchery
operator, has put into serviep a heat and humanity and schedules and Sumner Carlson of Friend- ter. nutmeg and cinnamon. Bake co*r9e|y chopped walnuts, H cup
I.
in a covered greased IS quart meIted butter or marffacine, H
new Robbins incubator which has the turning of the eggs during the ship.
incubation period.
Orff has been in the hatchery casserole in a moderate oven cup miHt’ 2 eE?rs’ beaten.
a capacity of 36 000 eggs. Trucked
The unit almost doubles the business since 1942 and continued (375 deg I for 40 minutes. Serve
Combi"c ’»« bread crumb., wln from the Denver’ Co,°’ factory capacity of the hatchery which and expanded the business pre- either hot or cold, with cream or p*r' aalt' bakin« powdcr’ cinn*’
mon. nutmeg, chopped figs and
in ’ate January, it is now in full had units accommodating 43.000! viously operated by his father,
nuts in a large bowl. Add butter
I Albert Orff.
mgs.
operation serving egg producers eggs previously.
With both plants in operation. ' In addition to operating the
and milk. Blend in beaten eggs.
in the area with chicks for reRaisin Spire Bread
Turn into a greased 8-inch square
Orff
can
set
22.300
eggs
per
week,
hatchery,
he
finds
time
to
serve
placement flocks.
One tblsp. butter or margarine baking dish. Bake in a slow oven
Eggs come from his own hatch- as a selectman of Cu-hlrg; be
.. , ..
ing egg flock of sex link crossesll active in poultry associations and 1 pint milk, 2 eggs, beaten, 1 pint (335 deg.) until a. knife Inserted
and
Rhode Island Reds and from the Grange and to operate a blue-1 'x-inch toasted bread cubes, H in center comes out clean,
9tate> 11
•»«*•>»■ automatic.
the flocks of Owen Weeks of Ash 1 berry business.
| cup chopped pecans, H cup seed-, SO minutes. Yield: • servingsElectrically heated, It has a maze
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a joint meeting of the Church
’AYNE AND COFFIN WORKING
Council and the Music Committee
THOMASTON
at 7.30 at the church.
PROBLEMS OF SMALL BUSINESS
Newt and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
Sunday School at the Baptist
or telephoned to
Church Sunday morning at 9 45
\ND MAINE UNEMPLOYMENT
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH 8T TEL 156-6
followed by the service of wor
News releases from Washington ing these problems and that the
ship at 11 o’clock with Rev. John
his
week reveal that Senator proposed Federal
aid
would
B.
S.
Fitzpatrick
bringing
a
mes

guest
of
honor
at
a
stork
shower
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moor*
Frederick G. Payne of Waldoboro merely supplement these efforts.
have moved from the Dana apart Tuesday evening, given by Mrs. sage on “The Great Divider’’.
ind
Congressman
Frank
M. The statement concluded: ‘that
ment to their new home recent Mason Johnson. Sr., who was as BYF meets at the church at 6
Zoffin of Lewiston are working to for a minimum outlay of funds
ly purchased from Frank Haw sisted by Mrs. David Mazzeo and o’clock followed by the evening
>etter the lot of economically dis this program will develop a
Mrs. Walter Ellis. Many dainty service at 7. A character study
thorne.
tressed areas in the state.
maximum of assistance for those
Miss Julia Donahue is a surgi gifts were arranged in a bassi is planned. Monday. Beta Alpha*
They are taking different paths, areas of the Nation not sharing
net and presented to the honored meets at 7.30 at the home cf Mrs.
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
however. The end result may be in the general national economic
Refreshments served in Leila Smalley with refreshments
The Thomaston of the Knox guest.
in authority through which the prosperity’.’’
Hospital Auxiliary has postponed cluded a stork cake made by Mrs. being served by Mrs. Amy Tripp.
fforts of all agencies working to
Congressman Coffin
Mrs. Grace Andrews and Mrs.
its meeting from March 21 to Ellis.
issist an area which is a victim
“Last week I introduced three
Invited guests were: Mrs. Clay Leona Starrett. Wednesday. La
Thursday, March 28. and will
if physical, or economic disaster bills which provide an integrated
meet at the home oi Mrs. Bow ton Brown and daughter Charlene dies Circle meets at 2 o’clock at
may be channeled.
approach to the problems of small
of Sanford. Mrs. David Oxton of the home of Mrs. Minnie New
doin Grafton.
Mrs. bert.
Thursday,
Prayer
and
Ormand Staples has returned to Warren, Mrs. E. Ellis.
A bill presented by Payne in business. I regard this as one of
Galveston, Texas, to rejoin his David Mazzeo and Mrs. Walter praise service at 7 o’clock fol
lanuary would expand the acti- most vital issues confronting us
ship. Esso Raleigh, after spending Ellis of Rockland; Mrs. Clayton lowed by choir rehearsal at 8. A
ities of the Small Business Ad- in Maine. The bills are the prod
a month with his family on Law Keizer and daughter Pauline, 6 o’clock parish supper will be
ninistration to permit loans at uct of two months' research.
One bill seeks to give the Small
Mrs. Robert Winslow and daugh served in the vestry in honor of
rence Avenue.
hree per cent in areas of chronic
Business Administration authority
The warrants for towni meeting ters, Carolyn, Evelyn and Rober Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Silver, Jr.,
nemployment.
will be posted today on the bulle ta, Mrs. Lee Oxton, Mrs. Eva who are moving away soon.
In Senator Payne’s weekly let- to go into an area of “economic
Mass will be celebrated at St.
tin boards at the outside entrance Vose. Mrs. Leroy Whitten. Mrs.
er, he lists Rockland as one of dislocation” with its facilities,
Up
Robert Andrews, Mrs. James James’ Catholic Church Sunday
to Watts Hall.
he areas in Maine most in need loan power, and personnel.
to now its authority is limited to
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Jordan Thornton. Mrs. John Thornton, morning at 8 o’clock.
of assistance.
and Mr. and Mrs. Willis Berry Miss Harriet Wilson, Miss Gwen Morale Guidance Class at the
Comments of both Payne and an area laid low by flood, fire, or
Friday, Stations of the
are in Milford. Conn., where they dolyn Thornton and Miss Dolores church.
Coffin follow as released hy them wind. My thought is that when
Cross and Benediction will be
are attending the wedding of For Whitten of Thomaston.
his week relative to their activi- a community is rocked by a plant
held at 8.30 in the evening.
est Anderson.
ies in the fields of small business or mill closing it is time for legi
Polio Clinic
timate government help and lead
Morning prayer at St. John’s
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall are
assistance.
Dr. Verla Worthing and Dr.
ership.
moving this weekend from the Frederick Dennison will be in Episcopal Church Sunday at 7.40
Senator Payne
“The second bill would em
former Dr. Hodgkins apartment charge of the polio clinic Tues followed by Holy Communion at
“The Production and Stabilize.- power the Small Business Admini
to Kossuth Street.
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., left, accepts a gift an J congratulations offered by Douglas Kelley, chair
day, March 19. in the evening 8 o’clock. Sunday School at 10.30.
Andrea Fernald. daughter of from 3 to 8 o’clock and Dr. Hugo Tuesday, 6.30 Lenten Parish sup man of the beard of trustees of the Chestnut Street Baptist Church, (luring the Thursday night receptior ion Subcommittee of the Bank- stration to make loans to develop
in the pastor’s honor. Mrs. Dorr is shown with her husband.
Photo by jvIcKeor ng and Currency Committee be ment groups. This, it seems to
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fernald, Ls Hochschild will be in charge on per followed by Evensong and
gan hearings on the various pro me, is a proper way to give a
A gathering of 125 parishioners of the Methodist Church, Town Man- dragons,
confined to her home by illness. Tuesday, March 26, in the morn discussion.
posals for an Area Assistance needed push to the many citizens’
the
Chestnut
Street
Baptist
Church
ager
Harold
Gilbert,
Rev.
Elmer
Several
letters
of
congratulation?
Sunday
School
at
the
Assembly
Mrs. Ormand Staples enter ing from 8 to 9 o’clock.
Mrs.
tained recently at a luncheon Mary B. Gay Halliday, town of God Church Sundaj’ morning in Camden paid tribute at an in- Bentley of Augusta, secretary of to the pastor were read and Rev. I ’rogram last week. Senator Paul groups in our state and else
Douglas of Illinois, who grew up where which are organizing and
party in honor of the seventh nurse, will assist at both clinics. at 10 o’clock followed by service formal receptionThursday night the Baptist Convention of Maine. Mr. Dorr expressed his apprecia
to their pastor,
Rev. Melvin H. Rev. Archie Craig of Bangor and tion to members of the parish and ; n Newport and went to Bowdoin ready to go. but can’t without
of
worship
at
11.
Rev.
Robert
birthday of her daughter. Donna.
The adult vaccine at $1 fee will
Often this beyond the
Christ Am Dorr, Jr., on the 15th year ofhis members of the ministry from sev- told of his early experience before , s Chairman of this Subcommit capital.
Games and television were en be available only at these clinics ' Dickinson, pastor.
tee.
power of banks to furnish. This
eral Knox County towns.
entering the ministry.
joyed. Guests were: Her grand and not at the doctor’s offices, j bassador Young People meet at pastorate at the church.
“As a co-sponsor of the Eisen has been done on a very limited
The program included a duet by
The pastor has been active in
Rev. Dorr’s service to thc
parents, Mr. and Mrs Ormand H There will be clinics at a later I 6 o’clock followed by the evening
Staples or Camden. Sally Spear, date for the second and third vac service at 7 o’clock. Wednesday church and activities in the Cam Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haining, a solo county and state Baptist activities hower Administration Area As basis by twisting the present law.
den community were praised by by Robert Laite, a reading by Mrs. as well as with civic groups in sistance Bill, I submitted a state In a basic sense this is a Point
evening at 7.30.
Julie Robinson, Nancy Rogers cinations.
representatives from several other Barbara Alexander and a solo by Camden during the past 15 years. ment to the Subcommittee setting 4 program directed to our own
and Theo Konelick.
Girl Seout Activities
He is a past board member for forth my thoughts on this pro people.
churches in the county and state Jean Larsen.
Mrs. Alvary Gay was hostess to
Girl Scout activities this week
Mrs. Lloyd Sykes and Mrs. several years of the United Baptist gram. My statement stressed the
“The third bill would require
Baptist Association leaders.
the Nurses’ Alumni Association
in observance of Girl Scout Week CAMDEN
I He came to the church 15 years Emily Jagels acted as hostesses Convention of Maine, a past mod- need for area assistance legisla the Small Business Administra
Tuesday
evening.
Twenty-two
were: All troops attended worship
ago from his pastorate in the Bap and Mrs. Cary Gilchrist, president erator of the Lincoln Baptist As- tion citing Biddeford, Sanford, tion to make continued studies of
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
members attended. A covered
services at the church of their
of the Ladies Circle and Mrs. Adele sociation, past president and di- Portland. Brunswick, Rockland, fhe areas of greatest need and
Correspondent
tist Church in Morrill.
dish supper was served. A pre
choice.
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
Master of ceremonies for the Hopkins, president of the Chadavae rector of the Camden YMCA and and Washington County, as areas greatest opportunities of small
nuptial shower was held honoring
Troop 4. Mrs. Warren Ford,
the Camden Rotary Club, a mod of relatively high uneniploym nt business, and to file, twice a year,
program was Allton Green and a Club, poured coffee,
Miss Sylvia Treneer of Rockland.
leader, met at the home of Mrs.
gift was presented the pastor by
General arrangements were in erator at Camden town meeting in Maine which could benefit from detailed reports of its findings.
Grace Chapter Elects Officers
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Haskell, Mr.
Ralph Jackson Thursday after
Douglas Kelley, chairman of the charge of Mrs. Kenneth Herrick, for several years and a former such a program. The statement Thus has not been done on a con
Mrs. Marguerite Hills was elec
noon. The group worked on fin and Mrs. Ralph Johnson, Jr., Lloyd board of trustees, on behalf of the Mrs. Allton Green, Mrs. Wallace coach of basketball and baseball at went on to point out that the tinuous, steady basis.
It is one
ted Worthy Matron of Grace
Richardson
and
Howard
Dearborn
ger painting on covers of scrap
Heal, Mrs. Lloyd Richardson and Camden High School.
State of Maine and the communi reason we don’t know more than
left Thursday for Boston to attend Pe_°Ple.of thc chu,ch;
Chapter, OES. at the annuaL °
*
..
... .
. _
’ books for their dog and cat
Speaking in honor of the Baptist Mrs. Clarence Waterman, Jr
He is also past president of the ties themselves are devoting con we do about sensible ways to help
meeting Wednesday night. Other
the basketball tournament.
badge.
pastor wert Rev. Haig J. NargesRefreshments of ice cream, tea Knox Countj’ Association for Rural siderable effort« toward overcom small business.”
officers elected were: Worthy
Allton
Green
left
Friday
morning
Troop 5. Mrs. Joseph Richards, j
ian of the St. Thomas Episcopal cakes, coffee and tea were served Religious Education,
the Knox
patron. Victor HilLs; associate
leader, met Wednesday, plans for Boston and Providence, R. I., Church, Rev. Edson R. Burchell of and
decorations
consisted
of County Ministers Association and
matron, Mrs. Priscilla Moss; as
singing, with Mrs. Theresa John
w’
here
he
will
attend
a
manufact

were made for a hike. This troop
the
Camden
Congregational streamers and a center piece of the Knox Evangelical Ministers Grange Corner
sociate patron. Dr. E. R. Moss;
son at the piano.
urers convention.
has received a new’ troop flag
Church, Rev. David Hickland of 1 yellow jonquils and white snap Fellowship.
conductress. Mrs. Marian Blake;
The Camden Junior Extension
(Continued
from
Page
Five)
Vocal solo by Donald Welt and
from their sponsor. Pythian Sis
associate conductress, Mrs. Isa
w’ill meet Monday evening at the
the theme song for the year,
which
honored
Grangers
holding
ters.
his father-in-law, Willie Calder
belle Shields; secretary. Miss
home of Mrs. Norman Gautesen, Soil Conservation
that office.
On April 13 at "Carillon'', sung by all present,
Troop 6. met Monday and re
wood.
Helen Studley; treasurer. Mrs.
Rawson Ave., at 7.30 p. m.
the
singing
of
South Thomaston, chaplains of the followed by
ceived troop flag from their spon
VINALHAVEN
Several citizens and members
Helen Hallowell.
Mrs. Avis
In honor of the 38th Anniversary
(Continued
from
Page
5)
"Columbia
The
Gem
Of
Ocean".
subordinate
Granges
will
be
hon

sor, the Cement Plant. Tuesday,
PATRICIA DUNCAN
of the Transportation Committee
Brasier was elected to the Fi
of the American Legion, the Leg
ored.
Pictures of many types of
Correspondent
visited Thomaston Fire Station;
Plans for the summer meeting of
in town went to Augusta on Wed- j
nance Committee for three years.
ion Auxiliary cordially invites all
Telephone 172
Supper was served at 6 o'clock steamboats that formerly plied
Thursday, visited The Courier- '
the Maine District Supervisors
nesday to attend a hearing of the '
Following the meeting, refresh
Legionaires and their ladies to a
which was followed by the evening Penobscot Bay and River and
Gazette, and on Friday visited the 1
was discussed at a,me length.
State Highway Commission on 1
ments were served in the ban
beef pot pie supper Tuesday,
session
with host lecturer Lillian made Camden one of the calling
Rockland Fire Station. Mis. Guy '
| The supervisors plan to hold field
Mr. and Mrs. Carol Brown and the presentation of the bill for
quet hall by Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
March 19, with supper served at
places, brought a touch of long
Robbins, leader. This troop has
trips to points of interest for the Mias Elizabeth Gray recently re adequate ferry service for the Rackliff presenting the program.
Clark and Ralph Carroll.
Rev.
6.30.
Pomona Lecturer Evelyn St. ing for the days when we could
also received a flag standard j
ladies as well as the men.
island.
The
Vinalhaven
II
made
turned home from Worcester,
and Mrs. John B. S. Fitzpatrick
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crockett at
from the prison inmates.
Thi' Maine State Grange plans Mass., where they visited with a special return trip to Rockland Clair announces an exchange pro go and watch the boat come in.
entertained the
officers, their
tended ladies night of the Rotary
Troop 7, Mrs. Alice Taylor,
to conduct a contest for boys be relatives. They also attended the that afternoon to bring them gram by subordinate lecturers as The many pictures loaned by
wives and husbands and the hos
Club of Lewiston, held at the De
leader, Ls making nut cups for the
tween 11-14 and 15-20 years of wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Roswell home, arriving in town about 7 a project assigned by the State John Richardson of The Couriertesses at a buffet supper at their
Witt Hotel, Thursday evening. Mr.
Grange. To start the program, Gazette. where shown by Willard
Veterans’ Hospital in Togus and
age. The supervisors plan to Johnson.
p. m.
home before the meeting. Gifts
Crockett was the guest speaker at
Lecturer Lucia Hopkins of Megun Brown while Lecturer Lucia Hop
i has received an invitation to visit
sponsor this contest and further
Lawrence
Orcutt
was
in
North
Mrs. Mary White was hostess
the meeting.
were presented to the out going
ticook Grange will present thc kins read the descriptions from
! the hospital at a later date.
information may be obtained to the Mad Jems on Wednesday Haven on Thursday on business.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge held
worthy matron. Mrs. Fitzpitrick.
program
at
Penobscot
View his book.
from
them.
The
Knit
Wits
met
with
Mrs.
Church
Service*
their regular meeting Wednesday
evening, Lunph was served and
and worthy patron, Frank Hallo- ’
Grange at Glen Cove on April 4.
There were many other pictures
Dorothy Bennett on Tuesday eve
Federated Church School Sun evening, preceded by a supper.
a social evening enjoyed.
well, by the officers and they In
Owls Head Grange
brought
in. showing clipper ships,
ning.
Lunch
was
served
and
a
day
morning
at
9.45
with
Mrs.
The degree was conferred on two
turn presented gifts to the offi
Muriel Chilles has returned
By Elisabeth Walker
the battleship Maine, the George
social evening enjoyed.
Karl Stetson, superintendent. candidates. Mis. Florencia Roach, South Hope
cers.
home from Rockland where she
At the last meeting of Owls Head S. Wells, six masted schooner,
! Church service of worship at 11 District Deputy President of Dis
Church News
JOSIE ROBBINS
visited with her brother and sisMrs. Hall Guest Of Honor
Grange, Lou Moore of Owls Head built in the Camden yards, and a
Correspondent
i o’clock w’ith Rev. John A. Morri trict 16, her marshal, Mrs. Peggy
On Sunday morning, Rev. W. S.
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Robert Hall was guest of j son biinging the messag<
spoke on his work with Q Com replica of the Mayflower brought
Th Butler and the Noble Grand and
Stackhouse will continue his prePatrick.
honor at a stork shower Wednes flowers on the altar will be given
by Forrest Magee.
Mr. and Mre. Lloyd Bennett and
Vice Grand of Miriam Rebekah
Easter series or sermons.
The pany during the Korean War.
Just Us Girls Club met with
day evening given by Mr.. Roger
mcmory of Mrg
The Lecturer's March was won
son Sidney of Mexico were visi
Following was a reading, “The
Lodge were guests.
subject will be “And I, If I Be
Mrs. Rae Philbrook on Tuesday
Libby, Mrs. Winfred Williams and ards by £„ famiIy S(,niol. You(h
by Eleanor Raynes.
tors of relatives here recently.
Lighthouse” by Mabel St. Clair,
Lilted Up, Will Dray All Men”.
evening.
The
Mystery
was
won
Mrs. Lioyd Mahoney at the Libby FeIIow.Ehlp wi„ m(.e, at „ o.c|(Jf.k
Plans were discussed for a fair and personal recollection of the
Miss Loraine Luce of North
There will be special selections
by Mrs. Emily Dyer. Lunch was
Home on Booker Street.
Many and the Junior Youth Fellowship SOUTH THOMASTON
to be held sometime this summer. years when he was in the employ
Union and Merle Prock of Wa’.do
by the choir.
served by the hostess and an en
dainty gifts were arranged in an i will meet at 7. Monday evening Forget-Me-Not Chapter, OES, will
boro were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Church School will begin at 10 It was voted to leave the matter of the American Express Com
joyable evening spent.
attractively decorated bassinet at 7.30, the Religious Education observe Past Matrons’ and Past
entirely up to the Graces.
pany and the steamboat had to be
Frank Willis Tuesday evening.
o’clock.
and presented the honor guest. Commitee will meet at the Patrons’ Night, Monday, March 18
Von Oakes was reported to be met on schedule regardless of any
Mr. and and Mrs. Henry Ewell.
The
Bible
Study
Class
will
meet
Mrs.
Esther
McFarland,
son
at
8
p.
m.
Special
refreshments
Refreshments were served.
Jr., were in Rockland recently to at 7.30 p. m. in the auditorium a patient at the Waterville Osteo conditions, by Nathan Hopkins,
church. Tuesday evening at 7.30,
Invited
guests
were:
Mrs. the Friendly Circle will meet at will be served following the meet Roscoe, and Walter Fogg of Cam attend funeral services for Mrs.
Ethel Whalen followed by his reading, "When
and the subject for special study pathic Hospital.
den
were
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
James Hall of Camden, Mrs. Wa!- the home of Mrs. E. Douglas ing. A special invitation is ex
Elwell’s grandmother, who re will be “Gentiles”.
was reported 111 at her home.
The Boat Comes In”.
ter Young, Mrs. Walter Curtis Brooks with Mrs. Raymond Rob tended from the Worthy Matron Mr?. Ralph Robbins Wednesday.
cently passed away.
Announcement was made of an
The closing song was "May Thc
Harry Merrifield is employed at
and Mrs. Donald Faulkingham. inson and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton to all Past Matrons and Past Pa
adult polio clinic to be held at the Good Lord Bless And Keep You”.
Mrs. Clyde Macintosh held a SOUTH WARREN
the
tannery
in
Camden.
trons.
all of Cushing; Mrs. William assisting.
Owls Head Central School Mon The lecturer's march was won by
Boy Scout Troop 215
dinner party at her home on Wed
Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs. Olive
There will be a Court of Honor
Young, Mrs. Dennis Young. Mrs. meets at the ehurch at 7 o’clock, i
Beverly Mills.
nesday in honor of her 79th birth Fales, Mrs. Marion Wood. Mre. day, March 18 at 7.30.
Popularity comes to the man held Monday night, March 18, at
Willis Berry, Mrs. Philip Fema’d Wednesday, the third Mid-Week j
Megunticook Grange
Next week, March 20, will be
day. Mrs. Etta Bristow of Mal Anne Cogan, Mrs. Rae Fales, Mrs.
Mrs. Pearlie Hall Mrs. Arthur Lenten Service will be held at who lends a hand, rather than 6.30 p. m. in the Grange Hall for den, Mass., who is
Following the usual supper and open house; everybody welcome.
special
|
jjjpanor
Gushee
and
son
Carl,
the purpose of awarding second
Anderson, Mrs. Richard Hall. 7.30 p. m. Friday, there will be trying to lend advice.
i business discussions the program There will be no supper; coffee,
friend of Mrs. Macintosh, made i spent Wednesday in Portland,
class badges to Peter Fogg, Wil
Mrs. Malcolm Carney, Mrs. Paul
a special trip from Malden for! Mr9 Grace Lermond was a sup- was in charge of Lecturer Lucia cake and sandwiches will be
liam Hastings, Donald Hastings,
Eastman, Mrs. James Thornton,
the
occasion.
Others present' per guest Saturday at the home Hopkins. Theme for fhe evening served, and Mrs. Gertrude Palm
Douglas Holbrook, James Lorimer
Mrs. Norman Connon Mrs. Arth
-DANCESOCIAL DANCE
were: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey of bcl. son percy Lermond in Jef- was "Ship's Bells". The program er in charge of refreshments, asks
and Robert Hillgrove, Jr.
All
ur Henry, Mrs. John Thornton,
i included:
readings
by Robic that everyone not solicited for
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
and David. Andrew Gilchrest, Ida ferson.
parents and friends are urged to
and Miss Edna Hilt, all of Thom
Ames and Lois Daucett; group sandwiches bring cake.
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00
Spruce Head Community Hall attend, and the public is welcome. Libby. Mr, and Mrs. Nels Stor-j Mrg. Jogle Hylcr has retuined
aston.
Music by Hawaiianaires
dahl and Mrs. Maud Morong. J to the home of her sigter Mrs
9.00 - I’f
Admission 50c
scscfcstscsesc
SU»rk Show** r
Donation 50c
Mrs.
Macintosh
received
an ] Annie Bucklin, after spending sev24-S-tf
Read
The
Courier-Gazette
6-S-tf
Mrs. Mason Johnson, Jr., was
abundance of cards and gifts.
I eral weeks at her grandg0„.g
The regular monthly meeting of I home in Waterville. Recent callthe ICMS met at North Haven j ers at thc Bucklin-Delano home
NOW THRU TUESDAY
on Friday evening.
have been Mrs. Aletha Munro,
FRIDAY: 6.30 - 8.30
Mrs. Patricia Duncan was hos- and Mr and Mrs Elwyn clements
SATURDAY: 2.00 - 6.30 - 8.30
get $25 to $1500 in 1 DAY
tess to the 50 Club on Tuesday ■ annd two children,
3.00 to 10.30 — MONDAY-TUESDAY: 6.30-8.30
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
evening. Luneh was served and
Mrs. Everett Draper and Mrs.
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
the evening passed playing cards. Lloyd Beckett were guests Thursand Wonderful Story of COL. DEAN HESS
George Swears of New Britain, day 0, Mrs. Estelle Saastamoincn
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
CLERGYMAN TURNED FIGHTER PILOT’
Conn., arrived in tewn on Fri-! in Cushing,
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
If®*'*
day to attend funeral services for |____________
medical and dental care
all can be financed
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there

Camden Pastor Feted On 15th Anniversary

NEED MONEY?

KNOX

is a sensible plan.

Camden

Theatre

UFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

FRIDAY: 1 SHOW AT 7.15 P.M.

Save time — phone before coming in.

SATI RDAY AT 2.00-6.30-8.30

In ROCKLAND:

SUNDAY AT 3.00-7.15 PJM.

359 Main Street

Everybody Was Whispering

MARTHA HYER
DAN DURYEA don oifwe
ANNA KASHA JOCK MAHONEY

S«cwi4 Flaw —

About a Hoy and a Woman.
She Gave Him More Than

Phone: 1720

"TEA AND SYMPATHY"
-

ma bcktwi bto Wt

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

SATURDAY MATINEE 50c - EVES. AND SUN. 70c
CHILDREN 20c AT ALL SHOWS

Deborah Kerr - John Kerr
LOOK
LOOK

PUBLIC FINANCE

SATURDAY MATINEE ONLY

RICHARD WIDMARK
DANA ANDREWS

'"FROG MEN"
'

A.

CORPORATION

C. McLoon Co.

ROCKLAND

62-33

Afaov. iMgfcaa'i Jtwl,, Sn,t

TEL. II
106-tf

OP ROOCLAND
IORMMLV

PUBLIC

LOAN

COAFOKATIOK OI

Tuesday-Th urtdoy-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette* Saturday, March 16, 1957

ed guests were: Mrs. Steve Alex.
Kiwanis Books
4-H Doings
Mrs. Peter Alex. Mrs. Peter Egan. EASTER SEAL CHAIRMAN KNOWS
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
Mrs. Faye Mayberry, Mrs. Gail
i Continued from Page Five)
Vaudeville Acts
FUND'S VALUE FROM EXPERIENCE
MISS DORIS Ht LER
Stevens of Rock'and; Mrs. Phyllis
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
building to learn to use a sewing
k
v.
Sturges of Spruce Head: Mrs.
For Home Show
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
machine.
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
i Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home E’-S*e Martin of Thomaston; Mrs.
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Burkettville
Lorraine Jones of Cushing and
Advertisements in this rninmn not to exceed three lines inserted i
At the last meeting of the Jolly
_
from Warren, Mrs. Lillian Mathonee (or 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
Hustlers, the cooking girls learned
Miss Carolyn Philbrook enter- ewg yjrs chisie Trone, Mrs. Lina
(or each line, hal( price each additional time used. Five small
how to measure , and to make
words to a line.
tained at her home Tuesday eve- Smith Mrs Edith Robinson. Mrs.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called. I. e„ advertisements I ning. honoring Miss Joan Math- Nida Copeiand, Mrs. Flora Kalchocolate syrup. The sewing girle
which require the answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office
made aprons and learned to baste.
ews,
whose
marriage
to
Christy
loch
Mrs
Nathalie
Robinson.
lor handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Alex, takes place in April. Invit- Mrs. Florence Davis, Mrs. Abbie
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
North Union
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Newbert. Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
Lyle Creamer. Bruce Brown
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
WANTED
Mis. Leda Martin, Mre. Beryl
and Dennis Luce were winners of
No classitieo -ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
Reever. Mis. Agnes Brennan,
a wood contest held recently. Lin
keeping will be maintained (or these ads.
SMALL Boy's Bicycle wanted.
coln Hawes won the contest on
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
WESTON AP.EY. South Thomas Miss Stella Comerv, Mrs. Bertha
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
naming the pails of a cow. Bruce
ton. Tel. 1495-M2.
3335 Diewett. Mrs. Patrice Worcester,
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
EGGS wanted, brown or white; Miss Frances Vinal. Miss Faye
Brown built a bird feeder; Danny
Line.
table eggs, small or surplus; Chicoine, Miss Gail Chicoine, Mrs.
Danforth began build ng a bird
hatching eggs. Call or write. Isa Teague. Mrs. Doris Overlook.
feeder: Dennis Luce built a win
ALBERT QUINN. Egg Service.
dow box; Ronald Luce started a
Rockland, Tel. 1535-M.
33‘35 Mrs. Emily Beattie. Mrs. Janet
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Mank.
Mrs.
Helen
Maxey,
Miss
plant holder: Lyle Creamer made
DRUMS, bass and snare, wanted
FOR SALE or Trade for live
48 CHEV. Conv. Cpe., for sale. in good condition for student in Joan Maxey. Mrs. Laura Starrett,
book ends; Dickie Noyes worked
stock. 3 year old Calico pony $165;; also. '48 Willys Sta. Wen., gra<je school. Tel. 665-M or writf Mrs. Avis Luce, Mrs. Marjorie
on his tabout.
’Fin
PIv
Sta
Wtrn
$495:
t
mi r v 10
Martin. Mrs. Mildred Starrett,
Jefferson
harness WESI EY REYNOLDS. '50 Chev. Belaire. $"8j; ’51 De- Street. City.
33 ‘35
Rachel Hixon, secretary of the
Cushing, Tel. Thomaston 385-11.
Soto, 4-D, $295; '51 Olds., 2-D “AN OPPORTUNITY to partici Mrs. Miry Gammon. Mrs. Sally
32*34 $375; '53 Chev.. 2-D. $485; '54 pate in a growing Art Craft-Gift Edwards. Miss Marjorie Cousens,
Hilltoppers reported that each
Elwyn T. Shaw
girl is to bring something on their
12 BASS Francini Accordion for ^ord, 2-D. $750; 48 Willys 4-WD Shop business. Position as sale, Mrs. Joan White, Mrs. Marianne
P.
Elec.
Motor.
never
used,
$40.
TEL
£
e
.
ep
'
.
jl
R
'
Klwaniana have booked two
clerk and stenographer. Yea Swanson Mrs. Sarah Butler, Miss
sale, never used,
TEL
project to work on.
CEdar 6-3516.
32-34 $15. BEE LINE SERVICE. INC.. around employment with tw< Geneva Philbrook. Mrs. Mernie
Bonnie Dodge gave a talk on the professional vaudeville acts which
60 New County Road. Tel. 455.
month's vacation. Location make Gordon. Mrs. Valerie Boggs. The
foods we should eat to keep win bp on staKe both afternoons
ELEC. Refrig, for sale, good 1
33 35
transportation by car a necessity
cond., $45. GLOVER, 35 Granite ]
gifts were presented in a gaily
healthy.
and evenings of the Kiwanis Bet1947
MERCURY
4
dr.
for
sale.
Write
for
an
interview
March
21
Street.
32 34 i
Refreshments of punch and cake ^er Homes Show at tho Commu*
.
--------- i R&H. new tires. $100. 12 JAMES thru March 28. MAINE'S MASS? decorated plastic clothes basket, ,
21 Inch Motorola TV for sale, j STREET Tel 473
S3 It CHUSETTS HOUSE WORKSHOP *he work of Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. '
nity Building March 25 and 26.
were served.
console with doors, mahog. finish, i —---'----- ----------------------- Lincolnville. Maine.
33-S-3 Refreshments were served by the
Shows will be at 3.30 and 8.30 and
Rockland
Excellent cond.
TEL. 713-W.
THAYER Combination Carriage
will run for 40 minutes.
ROOFING and Rouse Paintin hostess, with the guest of honor
32*34 for sale, $30; also. Thayer auto
The Sananjuenca girls voted to
wanted. A. J. PENNEY. Warren cutting and serving the decorat
Elwyn T. Shaw, the “honest
Venetian Rlinds-Window Shades bed, $6; play pen. $8. Used very Tel. CRestwood 3-2831.
buy a scrapbook for 4-H clippings.
32*3
little. MRS. NORMAN KALLOCH
pickpocket’’ will reveal the operaed shower cake, the work of her
Made To Fit Your Windows
A
thank
you
note
is
to
be
sent
to
PAINTING. Paperhanging an
Tel. 896-R.
31*35
a
,
g.
. .. , tions of professional pickpockets
All Styles and Colors
Sentei-Crane s for the use of the ;
K
‘
Interior Remodeling wanted. A J mother, Mrs. Lillian Mathews,
Free Estimates — Call
PHILCO Refrig, and Stove for
~
. i card
sharps and dice hustlers,
and Mrs. Mary Halligan.
PENNEY,
Warren.
Tel.
CRest
mannikins and to Central Maine
~
Tel 939
sale, deluxe models, in excellent
Charles Rozella, known at the
32* 3
Mrs. Richard N. Overlock, who
Power Company for the use of
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO
cond., used only one year. TEL. wood 3-2831.
Mad Musician, will present a
MIDDLE Aged Woman wanted has been a patient at Knox Coun
579-589 Main St
Rockland. Mt 450.
_____ _________ 31-33
the
window
during
National
4-H
Photo by McKeon
who would like heme. Keep
136-S-tf
Rockland chairman of the 1957 Easter Seal sale. Miss M. Lucille veek. Plans were made for 4-H comedy musical act which has
CEDAR Fence Posts for sale. house for elderly gentlemen ir ty General Hospital for observaConnon, displays the crutches and braces she has worn since a child Sunday. The leader. Anne Peter pleased thousands over the years.
Tel. Belfast 843-M4 after 5 p. m country.
Modem conveniences
in an effort to bring before the people of the city the importance and
Good ,-uys On Used
The entertainment is included ln
KENNETH SMITH.
32‘34 Contract MRS. FOREST PEA
REAL ESTATE
need for funds for rehabilitation Costs for crippled children. The son conducted contest on aprons the price of admission as well as
Z SP^"-AF5RR5
LEE. Washington.
32*3'
'
Laster Seal sale is sponsored by the Pine Tree Society for Crippled ind room improvement.
£
Good Selection,
door awards to be presented dur
EGGS & CHICKS
COMPOSITOR “and "Make-ui
T’- ROOM Summer Home, fur- children and Adults and money collected will go to the Hyde Memorial
Camden
B
Easy Terms
ing the show.
Man wanted. Largely bcok work nished for sale, running water uome jn Bath and the Pine Tree ( amp. The drive opened yesterday
Mrs. Dorothy Mitchell, leader j
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
SEX-LINK Baby Chicks for steady employment. Well equip ,
bath, excellent condition, at all(, wm rUD until April 21 with almost 3,000 appeals mailed to Rockianu
W/TEKV1I.J E
sale, U. S. Approved Pullorum ped and well lighted shop. Pai ,
Head facing Rockland Har- homes. Mrs. Donald Kelsey, Jr., is county chairman and Mrs Naomi of the Sub-Teeners gave a Home
33-S-36 TyPhoid Clean. A few open dates! holidays. 40 hour week. FREI bor or Penobscot Bay. For furth- Farrar is Rockland drive treasurer
Safety program.
They held a! Poultry Notes
m April. Fcr high egg production ; l. TOWER COMPAN ES. 33 ! •’ information write to JOHN
dance ar.d the proceeds went to'
55 GMC
ton lor Sale, 25.000 and low mortality these birds j Forest Avenue, Portland. Mainr 1 '\ZEKAS.
164 Chestnut
HUI
(Continued from Page Five)
tion. since being taken there after pose.
the Heart Fund.
mi.es, like new radio heater, i can*t be beat.
BYRON MILLS, Telephone Mr. Stover, SPruce 2
toad Trumbull. Conn., or Te
Elizabeth Palleria and Rhonda broiler t>atehing eggs are dumpDana Thayer, stationed at Camp
A. M. 8-1776.
33-35 an ill turn at Sylvania Electric
defr.. signal lights, trailer hitch, Waidoboro, Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
8431,
32-.'
~iSteTSu for c,jm’r‘ny- WaWobiro, has been Devens, w«s the weekend visltor Leonard will show the proper way , e<* °n the table egg market. Sur3 extra tires, foam rubber cush-.
29-tf '
HOUSEKEEPER wanted to liv
ions. $1500. AL NICKLES Thom-i
ile.
900
ft.
on
highway. 70 acres | moved to the Maine Medical Cen- of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. La to set a table at their next meet- plus brceiler ,owl omi*^
aston Street. Rockland, Tel. 969- i MAINE U. S. Approved
--pullo ] in. weekends off. TEL. 1741 Friday
„„
the sale of the table egg flock.
mont Thayer, and sister. Tobey.
M.
31*33 rum-typhiod clean aex-link chicks ! night. Saturday or Sunday. _3L3" •i all Timber estimated at $3,000. i ter in Portland.
ing.
Sale incl. 4 rm. modem
horn' |
Mlg Al.thur penney, who has
„
„
i Whenever the broiler industry
Miss Ida Stevens and Mrs. LuAi I'MIN'Utl «0'.IBT.\MIO\ — trom weekly hatches for the sea-!
SALESMAN WANTED
South Jefferson
•ith ba'h 2
..g
..
_
.. . .
tries to cut back, the pressure on
° 1 been a medical patient at Knox !
Sideling.u we. e dinnercom-..
WINDOWS A OOOI’S FOR SAI I ?on f°r sa'e- Let the big birds
Rapid expanding business giv
Mrs. Marion MacDonald, leader,
19C0. SECURITY REAL ESTATE aeen a
Top quaiity (NEWCO Mark V. >“>’!
eXCellen‘
°r‘unit\
a
the table egg segment of the inmittee at the E. A- Starrett Aux of, the Happy Harvesters
gave
a
, 4
A
x ,
19..
Dorothy
Dietz
office
across
!
Hospital,
has
returned
to
her
triple track. The window with a ??7,C”ERY' Me“e„ P?„V,9> le , increase -voul earning power. $10
.
dustry is terrific. The table egg
tripl
iliary Wednesday afternoon. Miss reportt on the work session she
rom
Village
Green,
Camden
j
home,
much
improved.
at,
.
ind installed Waldoboro TEmple 2-9480.
23-tf a week. This is a position wit1
reputation,
sold
,
producers have no method of re
’hone CEdar 62117 or 6-3977.
1
Bertho Starrett became a mem- tended in Wiscasset.
I
CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG- unIimitpd opportunities for ad
Carlton Wiley, who is based at
factory to you by Kenniston Bros
..
,
... .
,
taliation. They recognize that a
er. Mrs. Ruth Folc*y ol Anderson
Mrs. Edna Parlen will be speakExclusive Knox County Distribu HORNS - pullet ehicks grow vancement with a large concern
Lackland Air Force Base. San An
certain amount of competion
FOR SAI.E
Auxiliary of Rock’and, was a er at the next...
vacation. Insurance, healtl
tars. HOWARD M. KENNISTON quickly, economically into healthy.
meeting.
I .
.
tonio, Texas, is ill with pneumo
A
from the breeder flocks and eggs
Produce \ beneflts and Prof’\ shal'lng
' Building Iz»t:
guest. A shore program of read23 Gay Street. Rockland Te! high producing layers.
Ted Clark gave a demonstration . , . .
4
.
Owls Head. I1*.* acres, on black nia. His address is AB Carlton .ngs. introduced by the patriotic
P'™]
at SE*RL
is legitimate. This point is passed
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686 more eggs per bag of feed. Priced
on identifying wood.
.
..
.
,
road. View of ocean. $900.
W ley, AF. 11310688, P.B. 1559,
Camden CEdar 6-2066.
129-tf reasonably. Maine-U. S. Approved LOLBLCK A CO.________ 32-24
when the broiler industry goes
Instructor, was enjoyed.
Lackland Air Force Base. Ward
PAINTERS’
Overalls, Cover Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks
SECRETARY wanted, genera Warren:
North Warren
i overboard.
Mrs. Martha Campbell has re
Double tenement.
All modern
alls. Counter Jackets. Shop Coats <Black Pullets), Reds. Golden I office work, typing, filing etc. 5
A7. San Antonio, Texas.
The White Oak 4-H Club met at
The reguU
al, thb( ,g deflnite
turned from a month’s visit in
Wool Rug Mati rial for sail'. THE Crosses for eggs. White Rocks for
?.!° ,4; MAINE COAS" fixtures and baths. New decora
She fear and distrua.t of the broUer
QM lc and Mrs. Charles Spudy Mal!bolo Mass with her grand. he home of Elsa Kigel.
Four rooms with bath on
Main Street. Cam ted.
BARGAIN SHOPPE
235 Main I meat. Write CLEMENT CHICKS, FISHERMAN.
......................
Showed how to make buttonholes indugtry whlch hag deve|oped ,n
New HWO furnace with children Clarence and Tabby,
den. Tel. CEdar 6-3C84.
29-tf each floor.
Street, Rockland.
32*34 | INC., Route 33, Winterport, Me.
on. Philip Nash. Wh’le there.
OFFICE or Salesman Position Can bp shown
March 17th arrived from Los Angeles. Calif.,
on the machine and each member! the pgg producing segment. The
(C)
she
welcomed
a
great
grandson.
SEE—
wanted by young man with sb Business Opportunity:
Wednesday evening. Mrs. Spady 3teven Philip Nash.
did theirs on their 4-H dresses. egg producers just do not want to
Braziers garage on New County
years business experience. Writ'
Z W. S. Pillsbury & Son
Following the meeting, the time
into any combination industry
SERVICES
Road. Apartment over. $22,C0C and children will remain with her
Rehearsals
have
begun
at
the
O.
S.
c/o
THE
COURIER
■
Waterville
mother. Mrs. Margaret Tolman. Warren Baptist Church, on the was spent on practicing the pro- tax plan and lhcy are determlned
Lobster Pound:
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool I ^AZETTE.________________ 31>33
E
For John Deere
Damariscotta. $16 890.
gram for P T A. Rae Ingraham that such a tax will not become
for the summer. Mr. Spady is
cleaned and repaired, reasonable, i MASON work wanted, chimneys
A picture from your picture flying back to join his ship at Easter cantata “Crown Him’’ by and Kathy Wyllie are on refresh-! a ]aw
___ I fireplaces
cellar floors, block windows.
Flee
estimate.
Tel.
ROCKLAND
Lane,
which
will
be
presented
Four
room
modern
They Last Longer
33-tf j foundations, also asphalt roofs I bungi7o°w. Bata. Garag under. Honolulu.
ments for next time.
Memories are not too dim
8680.
Easter Sunday afternoon.
------ 1 and general carpentering. AL
Residents taking advantage of
Warren
among the poultrymen of the
33-S-36
An area training conference of
CHANEY H. RIPLEY, Rug Up FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel $14 COO.
New Bungalow:
the free clinic Monday evening, the Baptist Youth Fellowship, was
The Diligent Dozen met at the j state of the attempts by contract
1950 FORD 4 dr. sedan for sale holstery and Auto Seat Cleaning 969-M. P. O. Box 493.
23-tf
Five rooms. Bath. Three sleep if in need of transportation, please
radio, heater. good condition Service. All work guaran.i
lay afternoon and evening from home of their leader. Mrs. Doro- broiler operators two years ago
ALL
kinds
of
old
painted
com
ing
rooms.
Living
room.
25x13
Reasonable. Apply 12 WARREN Tel. ROCKLAND 940-K
32-tf
Daphne Teague, to put through a law exempting
notify Mrs. Josephine Moody, by held at the Baptist Church Tues- thy Overlock.
modes wanted.
I will pay $1C Large kitchen,
Especially fin
STREET^Citje________________ M-U
SHARP SAWS
Monday noon. There will be a 4 30 to 8.30 o'clock. Young people Pattj' Norwood. Diane Smith and all birds up to four months of age
each for the lift top variety. Will view. $16,065
$16,065.
35 FT. Ix>bstei B >at.equipped. I cut faster — last longer.
We re* also pay top prices for all kinds Duplex House:
Red Cross Car in use for this pur- from the churches of Nobleboro, Patty Henry practiced their dem from tax. This would have meant
for sale, 52 h. p. Gray Marine, tooth, joint, gum and sharpen all of old pine and maple furniture
Twelve roc ms, two baths. Cean enormous saving to the broiler
Morrill. Camden. Tenants Harbor, onstration for parents night.
100 lobster traps. $1200. CARLOS types of saws by machinery. in any quantity
Write or phone mi nt basement. OKA furnace
Mrs. Smith, assistant leader operators, but little to egg proDAVIS, Port Clyde, Tel. Tenants Circular saws, heavy mill saws W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street Lot 90x100. Asking $8,900.
Port Clyde and Littlefield Memo
TO LET
Harbor 4-14._________________ fitted.
Wood
working
knives
Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6 Owner Will Sacrifice:
rial of Rockland attended. Rev. showed how to make different ducers whose principal tax is on
UNFURN. 4 Room Apt. to let
kinds of pudding with a vanilla grown stock. I recall this as it
ground. Lawn mowers sharpened. 3759.
15-tf
Double tenement, ten rooms
with bath, dec . stove and h. w Vernon Legg from Augusta and pudding as a base.
VILLAGE SAWSHOP, Tannery
probably has some bearing on the
DON'T Discard You Old O two baths, two furnaces, fireplace furnace. TEL. 1219
2
WESTINGIIOUSE
'
Rev.
Lawrence
Littlehale
from
33-tf
Lane, Camden, Horace W. Robin intique furniture. Call H. JOHN full cement cellar, slate shingles
Mrs. Overlock worked with the present attitude of the egg proMechanic
Falls,
with
the
Baptist
31-33 4EWMAN for restoring and re Lot 100x110. One of the best lc
FOR RENT
•
ELECTRODES
• son.
first year sewing girls on their ducers.
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding Whec Youth Fellowship Interne, Miss
48 Masonic St., Tai cations in city.
SEPTIC TANKS and CESSPOOLS taishing
•
For Arc Welding
lam not sure that the time
hairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOM! Marjorie Hill of (Providence, R. drawstring bags.
(O.
106-M
l-t
AUSTIN
D.
NELSON'
A
•
Type AGP—*AWS
PUMPED OUT.
tUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St. I. were the speakers. There were
Washington
ever come when egg pro63
Park
Street
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices
Overflows corrected. 24 Hoar
I tockland Me
12-S-i
Telephone 928
•
Class E-6011
The Pine Tree and the Chicka- dueer» will support such a comabout 50 persons present. 40 being
Service. Reasonable Rates. We do paid (or good stock. REGAI
j MODERN Two Room Furn
Rockland, Maine
50 Pound Cartons
LOBSTER CO., Rockland 1705.
2
not charge by the pound.
Those
attending dees held a joint parents meeting bination tax. However, it seems
32-32 Apt. with bath to let. hot water youngsters.
____________________________
152-t
mp that the first step in that
15'/2C per pound
C. E. FENDERSON
“DRINKWATER Farm. Apple ! electric refrig. and stove. 3f brought lunches with cocoa being at the Prescott Memorial School.
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals
SANITARY SERVICE
The members had some of their direction is a campaign to conserved by the host church.
ton.
for
sale.
5
rms.,
90
acres
HIGH
STREET,
Tel.
262
or
1425
Rags and Batteries.
•
ELECTRIC AND GAS
Tel. Rockland 1314 or
Aprons, vince the egg producers that they
running water, tel., bldgs., capa-______________________ 33
At the’ short business meeting of orojects on display.
MORRIS GORDON' and SON
Old Orchard Tel. 6-2051 collect
•
WELDERS
are under no disadvantage at
ONE 2 rm. unheated and un
he PTA Tuesday evening, it was dresses, homemade projector,
Rockland city: 100 sheep. 1000 hi ns. elec i
29*34 Leland Street
2 MORRIS GORDON & SONio • i PAINTING and Paperhanging,
150tl tricity. Price under $2700. RUBY furn. apt. to let, gas range am voted to join with the Health 'amp made from matches and a fowl selling time. Only worthless
MARTZ DRNKWATER. 48 Pear H&G water. Call 677 between
•
31-39 a
- I in9i(]e and outside work. AU work
31-39
ouncil and the other organiza battleship. The girls had demon- b^rds should be considered as
Street. Camden.
31*32 a. m. to 5.30 p. m. or COUSF1''’
•••••••••••••••••••••••a
I guaranteed. Will furnish material.
tions of town in sponsoring a strations on both sewing and cook culls. The poultrymen should
REALTY.
Tel.
MS.
32-tf
Clayt Bitler
GOOD USED CARS
Work accepted any place.
ALnot take all the loss and none of
FOUR Rm. and Bath Apt. to let meeting to which cither a legisla ing. Two movies were shown.
We finance our own cars. Noi BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R
the gain on his flock as now freunfum.,
heated,
H&C
water.
2'
Tenants
Harbor
tor
or
senator
would
be
invited
as
finance or interest charge. MUN-1 Have your chimneys cleaned.
Wants To See You About
Cousens' Realty
NEW
COUNTY
ROAD..
Tel.
33t
At
the
fourth
meeting
of
the
quentI>' happens.
a
speaker.
The
amount
of
$145.91
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North ■
17-tf
between 7 a. m. and 5.30 p. m
When the dressinK Plant operaBusiness Opportunities
Main Street.
16-tf •
was reported from the recent Abnakia Club plans were made to
Goodyear Tires
IJTTI-E & IIOFFSES
32 ‘
have a party. A sewing cla^s was tO" haVP the ful1 confidence of
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
PIGS and Shoats for sale.
Building Contractors
Snow
Carnival
under
the
chair

135-tf
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. witl
GREENLAW FARMS,
Lincoln
held at the Home Economica 'hC P°ultr>>"en. then ia the time
Tel. 178-11
<1 LIMEROCK ST.
bath to let. Elec, stove and re manship of Mrs. Leroy Gardiner
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
50 High Street, Thomaston, Maine
Building.
Mrs. G’edhill. Mra. ‘° ’“art worklnS °u* a lax P'an
PAINTING and Paperhanging
to
whom
a
rising
vote
of
thanks
rig.,
thermostatic
heat
and
ho
’
154-tf j Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum nzlde and out, all work posltiveb
TEL 1538
Cook and Mrs. Sh.blea instructed an° Wh° kn<ws but what 8uch a
water.
TEI,.
1616.
.31
3'
was
extended.
Mrs.
Josephine
Foundations
Chimneys
USED Oil Ranges for sale, wmte I
guaranteed. Will furnish materia’
Across from Post Office
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to let Moody as program committee, in the girls on how to use the sewing PIan m^bl worl<porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas !
Remodeling A House-Builders
'Vork accepted Warren to Camden
with bath and large sunporch. troduced Mrs. Hazel Gammon machine. The next lesson will be
Free Estimates
152-tt
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO..
Estimates free.
VAN E RUS
TEL. 798
31-tf
Tel. 1510.
143-tf I
119-tf ELL
Phone 676-M Post Offic
who presented the 4-H Clubs in a 'he parts of the machine.
— | FOUR Rm. Furn. Apt. to let
701
•
UNION
WE repair and service all
FOR SALE
priv. entrance, bath, refrig.. wash program as this was- 4-H night.
makes of sewing machines and
New Massey-Harris
A nice three bedroom cottage er. North End. Tel. 1397-M.
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Church Notices
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
at Megunticook Lake, complete
Correspondent
NORTH
HAVEN
32'34
TRACTORS
ING MACHINE CO.,
395 Main MISCELLANEOUS with furnishings.
At
the
10
o
’
clock
worship
serv
Dock, garage
Telephone 10-24
Street, Rockland, Tel. 1724.
8-tf
TWO
3-rm.
Unfurn.
Apts,
to
let
ETTA
F.
BEVERAGE
ice
at
the
Baptist
Church.
Rev.
$375 Dn„ $25.37 per mo.
Camp To Rent? Boat To Sell? i and boat.
Second floor. Adultf Sterling Helmer’s message will
Correzpondent
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Serv
Don’t miss the all-state and
Near Waldoboro, a waterfront Oil heat.
W. S. Piilsbury & Sen
only. Ref. required. 45 TAI^BOT
Telephone 16-4
ice. Ask for it at your local stare out-of-state readership of the farm of about 22 acres.
House
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard
be
“
The
King
’
s
Messengers.
”
WA1LHVH.U
29ft31-tf
or at GIFFORD'S. Rockland, Me. “Magazine of Maine’’ Classified has 7 rooms and bath. Combina- AVENUE.
(Lynette Hilt) were given a mlsChurch School at 11 10 a. m. Mr.
~FU
RNISHED
Heated
and
Un
Nt
33-S-36
Ads! Only 10c a word $2 mini tion bam and work shop. Drilled
cellanous shower Monday eveT<> Observe First Anniversary
mum, paid in advance. Interest well. Some pulp and timber. $8,000. heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley Helmer will have for a message
9x12 LINOLEUMS lor Bale; reg.
The North Haven Garden Club nin£ at the Pioneer Grange Hall
Four rooms and flush, all on Broadway. Tel. 1234. or 77 Pari at the 7 p. m. service “The Trust
ing to read, too: “Boat Mart” —
ular *10.95 for $6.95. NORTH
Tel. 8060. ___
29 t: worthiness of Christ.” The mid will observe its first anniver- *n
Union. Nearly 60 friends
“Flower Mart” — “Antiques’’ — one floor, in good repair and on a Street,
__________
__
_____
headquarters for
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
“Trades” — Etc. DOWN EAST I good sized lot. $2700.
UNFURN. Heated' Thermosta week service will be in the home sary by inviting guests to the
Thomaston.
1-tf
relatives were present to enMAGAZINE, Camden, Maine.
Duplex with five rooms on each tically Controlled. Four Rm. Apt
PIPE FOR SALE
GENUINE
PARTS
meeting on Monday. March 18. at j°-v
°cc^ionRefreshments
11-tf side.
Good condition and good to let, shower, elec, kitchen range
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
8 p. m. at Nebo Lodge.
*’er« ■erwd and arrangements by
location. $4500.
and
refrig.,
plenty
h&c
watet
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO..
FACTOR* APPROVED SERVICE
The program includes election Mrs. Athleen Hilt and Mrs.
See F. H. WOOD. Court House. ! free. Over CARR'S WALLPAPER
If it is water you need, write
Lime Street.
1-tf
of officers, reports of the Bosto.i Gretchen Payson.
31-33 AND PAINT CTR. Rent $10 per
R.
W.
DRINKWATER.
Well
Drill

PARK STREET MOTORS, IN€
’ BABY Parakeets for aaie, full
SMALL Farm in Cushing for week- Inquire 586 Main St., or Tel
Flower Show.
a
conservation
Mrs. Alice Danforth returned
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135.
68 Park SL
Tel. 700
line of parakeet foods and mineral
6-tf
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment sale. House has 6 rms. and bath 25-W.
movie, “March Adventure’’, and | Tuesday following surgery at
Rockland, Maine
health grit. GRACE S GARDENS
nlan also available, no down pay with attached
garage. Large
THREE Room Apartment on
18-EGS-tf
Thayer Hospital in Waterville.
Mrs Charles A. Swift. 9 Booker
Then You Should Try FERRIZAN refreshments.
ment necessary. Member of New barn, two deck hen house and Main Street to let, unfurnished
St Thomnston. TpI 374
1-tf
Seven Tree Grange Circle will
FERRIZAN is one of the Finest
All persons interested in gar
England and National Association small brooder house, approx. 13 heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf
Fast-Acting Irpn-Iodlne Flood
meet for the day Wednesday with
dening
are
cordially
invited
to
at

We are able to book more work acres land. Only two miles from
Building
Tonies
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
Pot luck
Do not confits** FERRIZAN
now.
1-tf town. $6,000. R. A. PENNEY stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf
tend and men have a special in Mrs. Ethel Creighton.
with old-fashioned Liquid Iron
dinner will be served. Work will
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding RFD 2> Warrem____________ 32 34
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN ARE ADDING AS MUCH AS
vitation.
FIVE-Rovm UnlurnisDed Apar<
Tonics. FERRIZAN is modern—
promptly done. All work guaran
continue on a quilt top.
up-to-date- gives you plenty ol
-nent to let, hot and cold watei
550 A WEEK TO THE FAMILY INCOME AS
COTTAGES
HOrtffS
blood-building Iron — the’full
teed. R. F and D. R. EATON Te'
supplied. Located in Bicknel
of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills.
Mrs. Edith Collins received a
daily quota of the all important
361-W
Rockland
106-tf
Block. Not heated CHARLES E
AVON REPRESENTATIVES.
Second Congregational Church: card from her son. A 3c David
Iodine plus a generous supply of
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
BICKNELL n.Realtor
Phone
the Bi and B. Vitamins. A for
Church School. 9.30. Rev. Curtis Collins, who is enroute to Italy
Me train you to atari earning at onee and provide an
tion*
made
for
all
Unea.
1647-W
82-tl
mula designt-d to do you profound
■4
Cady Bu*hy Is meeting with a b)' plane.
good
if you are deficient in tb« se
established territory.
GIFFORDS. Rockland. Me. M»-tt
FURN. and Unfurn Apts to let
blood and strength-building ele
group of prospective member* at
BTA members who wish a la
Adults.
Inquire
ln
person
at
11
ments.
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
JAMES STREET.
108-tf
this hour, during the Lenten Sea- cobs Report Summary, may reTry FERRIZAN for 30 dayt
Cleaned, repaired aad Installed.
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.
son. At the 10.30 worship service, reive same by contacting PrinTHREE rms. plus new full bath and see for yourself how good it
! Automatic cleaning equipment
Is. Start taking it this very day.
Rorkhnd Ma nr
nAMFDEN HIGHLANDS, MAINE
and new Youngstown sink to let
Free Inspection and estimates
the sermon topic ia "Called From clpal William Rochon.
You’ve nothing to loss, for
furn. or unfurn. Adulte pref. Rvl
1647 W
8ANI SEPTIC SERVICE locally
FERRIZAN is only sold satisfac
the MoUk*'
The Brotherhood
Mra, Dorothy Pedham etttn«
325S
Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after 6 or
tion
guaranteed
or
monev
back.
required.
Inquire
ln
person
nt
owned and oparatsd. Tai. Camden
COMMl RCIAL
r
31-33
meet* Thursday evening.
tained a party gt triende Tuee11 JAMES ST.
138tl
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

Jeep

Feeling weak
shaky, run-down?

Btf

Fanlight
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Tuejday-Thuriday-Saturdaf

MISS LORRAINE F. CURRY IS ENGAGED Gallamanders

Allen Presented Scout Birthday Cake

Meet, Eat and
Plan Activities
The Gallamander Club held its

regular meeting at the Bay View
Hotel with dinner Thursday at 12
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
for a supper meeting Thursday
night at the G.A.R. hall with a
good attendance.
During the
business meeting which followed,
plans were made for a dinner
meeting at the next meeting with
Mrs. Mae Cross acting as chair
man of arrangements.
Past
Presidents’ Night will be observed
at this meeting. A short program
was presented with Miss Mary
Anne Winchenbach winning the
mystery prize march.

Mis. Martha Viik will give a re
view of the modern play, “Har
vey”, Monday night at the meeting
of the Shakespeare Society at the
Farnsworth Museum.

At a regular meeting of thc
F.E.W. Class Thursday night at
the home of Mrs. Gloria Spinney.
Ingraham’s Hill, officers for the
coming year were elected. Mrs.
Madeline Shaw was elected as
president. Mrs. Celia Pooler, vice
president; Mrs. Gladys Tolman.
secretary and Mrs. Mae Philbrook
as treasurer. Appointed as work
committee chairmen were Mrs.
Norma Philbrook and Mrs. Helen
Fogarty. Mrs. Annie Ames and
Mrs. Esther Ramsdell were ap
pointed to the telephone commit
tee.
Following election of offi
cers, Mrs. Mildred Hart led the
group in a Bible Study. Refresh
ments were served at the close of
the meeting by the hostess.

Nu Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held a model meeting Thursday
night at the home of its sponsor,
Mrs. Robert Hudson. Plans for
the next meeting, March 21, was
discussed by Mrs. V. B. Crockett,
who will present a program in the
form of a debate. The aims and
purposes of the sorority were pre
sented by Mrs. Harold Look Jr.,
assisted by Mrs. John Kinney and
Miss Beryl Borgerson. The so
cial hour followed and refresh
ments were served by the social
committee. Mrs. Elaine Clinton.
Mrs. John Kinney, Mrs. Lloyd
Painter and Mrs. Harold Look, Jr.
There were 16 members present
and the following invited guests:
Mrs. John LaCrosse, Mrs. Edward
Gordon, Mrs. Scott Wilson, Mrs.
Newell Hodgkins, Mrs. Dale Lind
sey, Mrs. Russell Abbott, Mrs.
Alan Russell. Mrs. Arnold Hock
ing. Mias Eleanor Weed, Mrs.
Clayton
Bitler, Mrs.
Thomas
Smith, Mrs. Willard Pease. Mrs.
Albeit MacPhail, Jr., Mis. Miri
am Wales and Mrs. Reginald
Dews.

Joseph Anastasio, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Anastasio left
for Boston Friday, where he will
take his college entrance exams.

noon with a good attendance.

A

talk of ladies’ night and also a trip

i

to Vinalhaven some Sunday this
summer for dinner on the island
was very much favored by the
members present. The club ini
tiated three new members. Clyde
Bickford. Carl Williams and James
Calderwood, all of Vinalhaven.
Members will receive cards of the
next meeting.
The points on the winning of the
Gallamander standing are: O. V.
Drew 3. J. E. Bradstreet 2, L. B.
Dyer 3. C. S. Roberts 3. Ed. Wil
liamson 2, Vaughan Ingerson 2,
W. H. Ingerson 3. and Cheever
Ames.

Mrs. Lloyd K. Allen Sr. and sis
ter, Mrs. Flora Bloom who have
been spending the winter months
with relatives in Massachusetts,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
K Allen and family for several
days enroute to their home in
Deer Isle.

Salary Raise For

Private Duty
Nurses Scheduled

i

Photo by Uzzell
Miss Lorraine Frances Curry
Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart L. Curry. University of Maine, and is at
655 Old Countly road, Rockland, present a teacher of English in
announce the engagement ol their Thomaston High School.
daughter, Lorraine Fiances, to
Mr. Niemi is a graduate of
John Oliver Niemi, son of Mrs. Thomaston High School and is
Lempi Niemi of South Thomaston self-employed in the poultry busi
and the late John Niemi.
ness in South Thomaston.
Miss Curry is a giaduate of
No date has been set for the
Rockland High School and the wedding.

At a recent joint meeting of the
Knox County General Ho.-pita 1
Alumnae and the Nurses Guild,
the frequently discussed subject
of raising fees for private duty
nurses was introduced, and opin
ions of nurses in attendance and
of those most intimately con
cerned. were emphatically ex
pressed. The intended pay eleva
tion would bring the fee for an
eight-hour nursing shift to $12 as
contrasted with the current $10.
The response of the general
public upon receiving word of this
proposed move may well be of |
divided reactions and thoughts. |
However, svhen the over-all pic-1
ture is thoroughly reviewed, and |
placed on a basis comparable j
with the present total economic
situation, one can well realize
that this increase of $2 is justi
fied, and also, is long past due,
as other localities in this state
have already been for consider
able length of time, on $12 basis.
Indeed, seme areas are receiving
$14 per eight-hour shift.

Girl Scout Leaders’ Association
will meet Tuesday night at 7.30 at
the Congregational Church. Mem
Mrs. Alfreda Lank will entertain
Mrs. L. Parlin Estes (Ione Lourbers are reminded to take school
Club ’53 Tuesday evening at her raine) will arrive Monday from
supplies for the International
Ralph E. Rackliff, U. S. N. Re home on Lisle street.
her home in San Francisco, Calif.,
Friendship Program.
cruit Battalion MAA, who has
where she will be the guest of her
Superintendent Bruce Kinney aunt, Mrs. R. H. Withington, Lin
completed his boot training at
Miss Maida Jenkins was guest
Bainbridge, Md, left Wednesday gave an interesting summary of den street.
of honor at a pre-nuptial shower
for Norfolk, Va., for duty aboard the Jacobs’ report Wednesday
Thursday night given by Mrs. Mil
the destroyer, USS Ingraham. He night at the monthly meeting of
Mrs. Clarence Barnard, Chest
dred Gleason of Union and Miss
spent his furlough at the home of the Purchase Street School PTA. nut street is visiting her daughter
Victoria Anastasio at the latter’s
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles He explained in complete detail its and family. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
home on State street. Gifts were
W. Rackliff, Waldoboro and his meaning and its benefits. Presi Sawyer at Norfolk, Va.
attractively displayed and the
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph dent Wendall Hadlock presided
table at which buffet lunch was L.
Richards, Franklin street, over the business meeting and an
Volunteers who will staff the
served was centered with a lovely Rockland.
nounced the fiuorine treatments Tri-County Maine Cancer office Camden Police
bridal cake flanked with tall yel
would commence th s week. The for the week of March 18 are:
Minstrel Cast
low tapers.
Guests were Miss
Mrs. Bessie Corey, Oliver street attendance banner was won by Mr. Monday. Miss Elizabeth Leavens.
Sylvia Treneer, Miss Lanta Pres was hostess to the MacDonald Burke’s and Mr. Fiske's icoms.
Thomaston, and Mrs. Frank Hor- Taking Shape
ton, Mrs. Anthony Anastasio of Class Thursday night for a Bible Refreshments were served at the
eyseck. Rockland; Tuesday. Mrs.
Rockland; Mrs. Margaret Glea study with 29 members and one close of the meeting by room
The second annual Camden Po- ,
Lester Adams and Mrs. Harold
son, Mrs. Eleanor McAllister. guest present. Mrs. Agnes Young mothers, Mrs. Winona Gay and
Richardson of Thomaston; Wed licemen’s Minstrel Show has been
Mrs. Edward Peckham of Union; led the stud>r group. During the Mrs. Susan Hadlock.
nesday, Mrs. Jalo Ranta and Mrs. set for April 12 at thc Opera House
Mrs. Helen Miller, Mrs. Jessie brief business meeting, president,
Robert Chisholm of Rockland; in that town following a meeting
Kelley, Mrs. Ann Jenkins, Mrs. Mrs. Muriel Thurston, presented
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle, presi Thursday, Mrs. Robert Hudson of Camden and Rockport men or-.
Edith Anderson, Mrs. Evelyn Mrs. Edward Barram with a going dent of the WFC Club opened the
and Mrs. John McLoon of Rock ganizing the show held Thursday ;
Moody, Mrs. Ina Keizer, Mrs. away gift from the group. Mrs. regular meeting Wednesday for an
land; Friday, Miss Peg Simms. night. Robert Farr of Camden
Joanne Little and Mrs. Alice Corey was assisted in serving by all day work meeting. Following
Clark Island and Mrs. Hugo was named to undertake the tasks |
Curtis of Thomaston.
Mrs. Ruth Foley, Mrs. Frances a luncheon served by Mrs. Eliza
of interlocutor and a group of six !
Hochschild, Thomaston.
Gist, Mrs. Muriel Thurston and beth Moody and Mrs. Ada Payson,
end men were chosen. They are: |
Ruth Mayhew Tent. DUV. will Mrs. Marjery Ripley.
L. True Spear, Jr., Harry Good
work was continued i.i sewirg for
meet at the GAR hall Monday
ridge, Aubrey Young, Roland Mar
charity. Other members present Mrs. Fuller Host
night at 6 o'clock for a picnic sup
Mrs. Vaughn A. Best and son were Mrs. Shirley Rollins, Mrs.
riner, Frank Leonard and Erskine !
per. A benefit food sale for the Michael of Attleboro, Mass, are Lillian Johnson and Mrs. Mabel To Dandylions
York.
organization will be held Satur visiting her family, Mr. and Mrs. Brewster.
Camden Police Chief John Rain- ]
The Camden Dandylions met
day, March 23 at Burpee’s with Earl Sayward.
frette will work with the men in
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Nor making arrangements for the
Miss Alice Smalley as chairman.
William Fa Her left Friday for
Mrs. Annie Rogers of Thomas
Waukegan, Ill., where he will at man Fuller for a covered dish sup , show.
Mr. and Mis. Theodore Andrus, ton and Mrs. Margaret Winchen
tend Johnson Outboard Motor per. The table was attractively j The next meeting of the group
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cross and baugh, Rockland, were initiated
School for two weeks in the in set in a St. Patrick’s Day motif. I will be held Sunday night at the
Maynard Wiggin attended the by President Irene Adolphsen in terests of Bitler Car and Home
Plans for the Dandylions’ par home of Robert Farr.
New England Flower Show and a ceremony performed at the Supply Co.
i
............ ......................... . ■
■
—ticipation in the Lions annual .
the New England basketball tour Wednesday night meeting of the
Charity Bazaar, were formulated. Mrs. George Durkee, Mrs. Norman
Business and Professional Wom
nament in Boston Thursday.
The Rounds C-rrup of the Con Mrs. Roger Converse will be Filler and Mrs. Alton Small.
en's Club. Plans were made for
The next meeting will be held on
gregational Church met Wednes chairman of the fancy work booth.
Mrs. Ida Clark was installed as attendance in Bath at the district
day evening in the church parlors Mrs. Jeness Keller, chairman of March 26 at Mrs Gustav Jensen’s
Queen Lioness of the Rockland meeting. Tuesday at 6.30 in the
with a good attendance. Presi the White Elephant booth, Mrs. residence.
Lady Lions Club Wednesday eve Hotel Sedgwick. On March 21,
dent Julia Keene presided over the Ervin Ross, chairman of the plant
ning at the Thorndike Hotel with Mrs. Joyce Champlin will hold a
Maine dairymen know that clov
business meeting at which time booth and Mrs. Benedict Redmond,
District Governor Robert Burch meeting at her home of the favor
plans were made for a covered chairman of the cooked food booth. ers need a soil acidity level of 6.0
performing the installation cere committee for the annual conven
Mrs. Orman Douglass, was wel or above to become established,
dish supper at the April meeting.
monies. He was assisted by Jas tion. It was voted a letter be
Hostesses, Mrs. Addie Simmons, comed into the membership of the says Paul Mosher. Extension crops
per
Akers
acting
as
mar sent to our state representative in
specialist. Soil tests will be made
Mrs. Frances Bicknell and Mrs. club.
shal.
Other officers installed legislature from this area in sup
Lilia Anthony served refresh
The hostesses for the meeting at the P’ant Science Building, Uni
were: Mrs. Ruth Fogarty, first port of the five legislative bills re
ments during the social hour.
were: Mrs. Raymond Drinkwater, versity of Maine, Orono.
vice president; Mrs. Margaret garding motor vehicles, speed and
Lagassey. second vice president; enforcements. A very complete
Mrs. Vera Warner, third vice summary on the Jacobs report
president; Mrs. Doris Abbott, sec was given by Mrs. Joyce Champ
retary;
Mrs. Charlotte Coffin, lin. The club voted to assist in
treasurer and Mrs. Rose Gotsis as the annual Red Cross canvass
tail twister. At the dinner preced with members, Mrs. Barbara Grif
ing the installation rose corsages fith, Mrs. Irene Adolphsen, Mrs.
were presented to the members Beatrice Grant, Miss Lucille Conalso gifts to out-going queen r.on. Miss Ruth Emery, Miss Mar i
lioness. Mrs. Phyllis Grant and garet Crockett and Mrs. Joyce
Mrs. Vaulien Dame who leaves Champlin donating their time.
this weekend to make her home in It was decided a card party would
New Hampshire.
Mrs. Robert be held at the home of Mrs.
Lindquist, who spoke exceedingly Champ’in. Orange street, on April
well of her recent European tour 3. Members or friends wishing to
I
was warmly received by her ap reserve tables may contact Mrs.
preciative audience.
The next Champlin. At the close of the
meeting will be at the home of the business
meeting refreshments
new president, Mis. Ida Clark, were served by Miss Eva Rogers
March 27.
and President Adolphsen.
The
1 next meeting will be a program
Special Canterbury Sweaters, meeting with Mrs Reita Holden
full fashion, pull-over, $3 .98, Cardi presenting Howard Proctor of the
gans. $5.93. at the Bettefan Shop, Maine State Child Welfare Bureau.
city.
32-33
LU-RE-CO HOMES
Social items, parties, weddings,
Lu-Re-Co Homes open for in
guests, all personal news for the spection, outer Washington Street,
Courier-Gazette may be tele Camden, Maine
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
Saturday and Sunday
baugh, Tel. 78. Rockland, or
March 16 and 17.
left at her home, 161 Limerock
Norman S. Fuller, Contractor.
(treet.
tf Drop in and see what the Lu-Re-Co
system of construction can do for
you. Open 1 to 9 p. m. Lu-Re-Co
Photo by Cullen
RUMMAGE SALE
Homes — “Best By Test.”
Mrs. Ida ( lark, right, was installed as Queen I.ioness of thc Forkland Lady Lions at a meeting fol
PASSMORE
LI
MBER
CO.
lowing
the
annual
banquet
of
the
group
Wednesday
night
at
the
Thorndike
Hotel.
Pinning
an extra carna
Saturday, March 16 — 9 a. m.
tion to her corsage is installing olfieer Robert Burch, District Governor, Lions International. Outgoing
By the Arch, Camden
6. A. R. HALL
Queen Lioness is Mrs. Phyllis Grant, left Other officers installed were: Mrs. Ruth Fogarety, first vice presi
Tel. Cedar 6-2330
dent; Mrs. Margaret LaGassey, second vice president; Mrs. Vera Warner, third vice president; Mrs. Doris
Auspices Emblem Chib
Abbott, secretary; Mrs. Charlotte Coffin, treasurer; and Mrs. Rose Gotsis, tail twister. The entertainment
32 33
Read The Courier-Gazette
program was presented hy Mrs. Doris I.indquist who exhibited color slides of a tour of Europe.

Rockland Lady Lions Have New Officers

Girl Scouts Pamela Johnson, Ann Fowler, Raelene Stockwell and Paulette Barton, left to right, pre
sented a birthday cake to City Manager Lloyd K. Allen Thursday morning in commemoration of the 45th
birthday of the founding of the Girl Scoot movement. Girl Scouting in Kockland was organized by Juliet
Lowe and will observe its 31st anniversary August of this year. The Scouts above are members of Troop
4 and took the opportunity of the 45th birthday, which actually was Murch 12, to present the cake to the
city.
Photo by McKeon

Achorn’s Opens New Section For Shoppers

The spring opening of the remodeled Achorn’s Department Store in Camden continues through
Monday with a major sales event and distribution of a wealth of items to visitors to the store during
the opening. The picture shows a section of the entirely new sales area opened on the second floor
which provides 60 per cent more floor spare for shoppers.
Photo by McKeon
, bee, Mrs. George Gheradi, Mrs. Lc1 land Trask, Mrs. Anthony Cevasco, Engagement
■ Mrs. John Duff, Mrs. Jeannette
Mrs. Gilbert Rogers of Rockland
Co-Chairmen
Morrison, Mrs. Doris Heald. Mrs. announces the engagement of her
Selected For Drive ! Sybil Orne, Mrs. Bessie French. daughter, Elsie L. Rogers to
Ward 5, Mrs. Margaret Wood. Joseph R. Seavey, son of Mr. and
Chairmen and workers for Rock Mrs. Vera Johnson, Mrs. Louise Mrs. Roland Seavey oY Rockland.
land's seven wards for the current Billings, Mrs. Elizabeth Fogg, Mrs. Miss Rogers is a graduate of Win
Knox County Chapter Red Cross Flora Cullen, Mrs. Marjorie Ripley, throp High School in the class of
drive were announced Thursday. Mrs. Ruth Madigan. Mrs. Tillie 1951, and is employed at New
Each ward will have two co-chair Anastasio, Mrs. Daisy Nichols, berry’s. No date has been set for
men.
Mrs. Georgia Emery, Mrs. Made the wedding.
Co-chairmen are: Ward 1, Mrs. line Shaw, Mrs. Gladys Rafford.
Mellen Deshon and Mrs. Harry Mrs. Clarise Watson, Miss Carol
Service Notes
Chase; Ward 2. Mrs. Wilpas Sal- Elwell, Mrs. Arabelle Knight. Mrs.
Goss,
Mrs.
Beverly
linen and Mrs. Hugh Little; Ward Marion
Arnold L.
Wright, seaman,
3. Mrs. Oliver Ingraham and Mrs Mazzeo.
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Thomas Anderson; Ward 4. Mrs.
Ward 6. Mrs. Betty Ames, Mrs. Wright of Rockland, and husband
Helen Lawrence and Mrs. Jean Herbert Hillgrove. Mrs. Maxine of thc former Miss Earlene C.
nette Small; Ward 5, Mrs. Milton Curtis. Mrs. Anna Miller, Mrs. Love of Charlestown, Mass., is
Elwell and Mrs. Mervin Harriman; Ruth Benner, Mrs. Shirley Ames.
scheduled to arrive at Norfolk,
Ward 7, Mrs. James Moulaison, Va., March 20, aboard thc guided
Ward 6, Mrs. Richard Kirk and
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson; Ward 7, Mrs. Morton Estes, Mrs. Raymond missily cruiser USS Boston from
Mrs. Charles Huntley and Mrs. Ellis, Miss Julia Payson, Mrs. a four-month cruise in the Medi
Manuel Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Ralph terranean.
Harold Axtell.
In addition to her
Workers for the several wards Cowan, Mrs. Leavitt Coffin, Mrs. duties with the Mediterranean
Luther Bickmore, Mrs. Edward Fleet the Boston visited Naples
include:
Ward 1, Mrs. Celia Young, Mrs Noyes, Mrs. David Holden, Mrs. and
Genoa,
Italy;
Valencia,
Geraldine McConchie, Mrs. Vivian Kenneth Rocs. Mrs. Alden Davis, Spain; and Beirut, Lebanon.
Lord, Mrs. Pearl Vanorse, Mrs. Mrs. George Whittier, Mrs. Ken
Ruth I/OW, Mrs. Richard Clark. neth Carroll, Mrs. Charles Barter,
People who criticize others for
Mrs. Lucretia Dorr, Mrs. Virginia Mrs. George Hall, Mrs. Nestor their failures also fail to reach
Kennedy, Mrs. Mathew Torpacka Brown.
their goal in life.
Mrs. Pauline Gray Miss Charlotte
Buffum, Mrs. Clayton Thomas.
Ward 2, Mrs. Bernard Bergren
Mrs. Roger Newhall. Mrs. Robert
Your share account book is
Teel, Mrs. Robert Rackliff, Mrs
your ticket to the best things
Arthur Schofield, Mrs. Emma Hill,
of life for you and your fam
Mrs. Eleanor Gamage, Mrs. Johr.
ily. A home of your own, a
Low, Mrs. June Ellis, Mrs. Charles
Rowling, Mrs. Louise Cole, Mrs.
college education for your
Decosta Pine, Mrs. Clara Knowl
children, a memorable vaca
ton, Mrs. Richard Stratton, Mrs.
tion trip, happy retirement
Muriel Hussey, Mrs. Andrew De
years ... all these dreams
muth, Mrs. James Pease, Mrs.
can actually come true
Leona Pierpont.
through the help of our sys
Ward 3, Mrs. Harold Karl, Miss
Anita Knowlton, Mrs. Louise Croz
tematic savings plan. Ask
ier, Mrs. Gerald Grant, Mrs. Don
about it today. Substantial
ald Leach, Miss Ruth Fairbanks,
dividends
help your savings
Miss Mary Stone, Mrs. Leon Fickgrow. Accounts are insured
ett. Miss Helen Coltart, Mrs. Har
up to $10,000.
old Leach. Mrs. Alice West, Mrs.
Ralph Pinkham, Mrs. Peggy Kent,
Mrs. Margaret Ladd, Mrs. Maizie
ROCKLAND LOAN AND
Magitz, Mrs. Marguerite Haskell,
Mrs. Vera Warner.
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Ward 4, Mrs. Carl Stilphen, Mrs.
Harold Burgess, Mrs. Lawrence
Carey, Miss Dorothy Lawry, Mrs.
18 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
George Qptsis, Miss Margaret Al-

Red Cross Ward

